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Abstract
Causal analysis is a significant role-playing field in the applied sciences such as statistics,
econometrics, and technometrics. Particularly, probability-raising models have warranted
significant research interest. Most of the discussions in this area are philosophical in nature.
Contemporarily, the econometric causality theory, developed by C.J.W. Granger, is popular
in practical, time series causal applications. While this type of causality technique has many
strong features, it has serious limitations. The processes studied, in particular, should be
stationary and causal relationships are restricted to be linear. However, we cannot clas-
sify regime-switching processes as linear and stationary. I.J. Good proposed a probabilistic,
event-type explication of causality that circumvents some of the limitations of Granger’s
methodology. This work uses the probability raising causality ideology, as postulated by
Good, to propose some causal analysis methodology applicable in a stochastic, non-stationary
domain. There is a proposal made for a Good’s causality test, by transforming the originally
specified probabilistic causality theory from random events to a stochastic, regime-switching
framework. The researcher performed methodological validation via causality simulations
for a Markov, regime-switching model. The proposed test can be used to detect whether
one stochastic process is causal to the observed behaviour of another, probabilistically. In
particular, the regime-switch causality explication proposed herein is pivotal to the results
articulated. This research also examines the power of the proposed test by using simulations,
and outlines some steps that one may take in using the test in a practical setting.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Causal inference is one of the most important, most subtle, and most neglected of all the
problems of Statistics” P. Dawid
Human endeavour, particularly scientific research and analysis, has long been concerned with
the explanation of the relationships between physical phenomena. Scientific explanation piv-
ots human understanding, according its day-to-day usage in many areas of human influence.
To this end, various explanation ideologies are widespread in philosophy, mathematics, and
metaphysics.
Particularly, causal explanation has become one of the major concerns in applied scientific
disciplines such as statistics, economics, and biology. The researcher deduces that, scien-
tifically, understanding causal relationships necessitates the practical modelling of natural
phenomena, which is at the heart of many applied sciences. For example, causality analysis
is of significant practical importance in forecasting, demand analysis, policy-making, disease
control, reliability, and national planning, to name but a few areas of application.
1
1.1. RESEARCH QUESTION
Causal philosophy remains controversial, even after many years of scientific progress in math-
ematics, philosophy, statistics, and many other fields. Two divergent views concerning the
randomness of the universe exist: (i) determinism, and (ii) free will. Proponents of deter-
minism still declare that for every effect, there is a cause whereas the perceived idea that
the universe is inherently random propels the latter philosophy.
The philosophical beliefs around these issues are rather subjective; hence, not much will be
said here. One should note, however, that determinism usually refers to causal determin-
ism. The researcher believes that the notion of probabilistic causality is between these two
extremes, that is, the world is not entirely deterministic, neither is it completely random.
1.1 Research Question
Accordingly, the study of causality has received significant research attention since the early
days of many applied scientific disciplines. However, much effort was devoted to philosophical
causal explication, not adding much value to the applied sciences (Cox, [8]). Philosophical
causality deliberations are widespread in modern literature on philosophy and explanation.
For example, see Salmon [31], Otte [28], and Cartwright [6]. Many of these texts employ
probabilistic statements and axioms to define causality, and the story usually ends there.
The development of operational regime-switching causality testing methodology has not
received due attention, according to the researcher’s knowledge. On the one hand, the
complexity of defining causality almost dictates the scarcity of practical causality testing
methodology. Various, divergent philosophical approaches to the definition of causality ex-
ist. One can argue that the first port of call is defining any scientific concept seeing that
the definition is prerequisite in developing methodology upon how to measure the concept
at hand. On the other hand, many scientists who see no point of determining causes and
2
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effects in a random world generally avoid causal discussions.
Indeed, good causality theory accords sound causality inference. Hence, articulating some
good, time-series causality theory that allows sound practical causality testing requires due
scientific attention. Nonetheless, in so doing, one needs to avoid limitations evident in exist-
ing causality theories. For example, the operational econometric causality theory developed
by Granger [15] assumes stationarity , linearity and positive time precedence; premises not
so practical for stochastic processes warranting causality analysis.
In many technical applications of statistics and mathematics, analysts often deal with regime-
switching processes. As the name suggests, regime-switching processes are processes that
switch between at least two modes of operation across time. The business cycle , for ex-
ample, oscillates between two states, growth and decline, across some linear trend such that
de-trending the real gross domestic product yields a two-mode regime-switching process.
Bismans and Majetti [5], in this regard, employ regime-switching models to date the South
African business cycle.
In addition, life insurance modelling entails regime-switching of clients between health and
sickness realizations, wherein death acts as a third state of a three mode regime-switching
process. The hydrological analysis of ground-water regimes is also an active research area
that typically employs the Barry and Hartigan Bayesian change point algorithm. For the
ground-breaking work, one may refer to Barry and Hartigan [3].
As such, in many practical applications, the objective of explicating state-switching causality
stands out. In other words, it is often of practical planning and control importance that one
forecasts or understands any cause-effect relationship between the observed regime-switching
process and other time series within or outside the system under analysis.
3
1.2. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given the non-stationary observed mean switching process, the widely used Granger causality
[15] detection methodology’s stationarity assumption is violated. Theoretically, although one
might stationarise or linearise the process under causal consideration this might lead to the
loss of the required causal information. As an example, transforming a regime-switching
process into a stationary, single-mean process would defeat the purpose of causality analysis,
as one would typically be looking for another series whose behaviour can be attributed
towards the observed switch in regime.
1.2 The Problem Statement
Premise on the idea of probability raising as postulated by Good [13], hereafter - Good’s
causality theory, this work suggests a model-free probabilistic causality approach, assuming
no linearity, stationarity and positive time precedence a priori. In this regard, causes raise
the probabilities of their effects. The researcher proposes that Good’s idea of probability
raising can be used to detect regime-switching causality.
It is proposed that the probability increments of the occurrence likeliness of the effect, regime-
switching process is conditional on observing the potential cause. The researcher postulates
that the cause raises the probability of switch from one state to another. In other words,
the assumption is that the realizations of the effect process probabilistically depend on the
causal series.
The hypothesis to be verified, accordingly, is whether the philosophical idea of probability
raising proposed by Good can be operationalised to detect regime-switching causality in time
series. The researcher uses theory and simulations to research the validity of the problem
statement asserted here.
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1.3 Research Aims, Objectives, and Significance
This research seeks to develop a probabilistic causality detection methodology applicable
to regime-switching processes, circumventing the limitations inherent in earlier causality
studies. The development of some distribution-free time-series causality theory that allows
applied scientists to test the existence of causality is at the heart of this research.
In pursuit of the said objective, the research endeavours to operationalise Good’s causality
theory, extending Good’s ideas from a random events framework to a regime-switching con-
text, via a random variable domain. The expectation is that the study will propose some
stochastic probabilistic causality detection methodology. Ultimately, the research seeks to
add value to the existing theory of causality.
The research endeavours to provide practical causality detection methodology for the testing
of regime-switch causality issues confronting analysts in applied sciences. This contribution
could resemble methodological advances in econometric, technometric, and other quantita-
tive, application areas of causality theory. Besides contributing in the world of science, this
work aims to help inform everyday cause-effect relationships of human interest.
1.4 Research Assumptions, Scope, and Limitations
In a brief commentary on aspects of causal relationships, Granger [16] poses an important
question: “Does causation apply to a model or to the data generating process”? In this work,
the assumption is that causality is about the data generating process. However, in many
practical deliberations the data generating process is typically abstract, hidden, and complex.
The data suggests what process would have conceived the same; hence, the researcher may
use a model of the data generating process for causal analysis.
5
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Particularity, this study adopts a mean-switching, time series domain. In certain cases,
regime-switching exists not just in the mean of the observed time series whose causal infer-
ence is in the subject. As the literature suggests, regime-switching may also manifest in the
intercept and variance of the process under consideration.
Further, the research assumes a two-state, mean-switching process. Although it may not be
difficult to extend the proposed methodology onto a higher order regime-switching frame-
work, the scope of this study does not cover this aspect. It would be better to do this
extension with practical applications of the proposed methodology where the underlying
data generating mechanism will determine the number of states.
This limitation in itself defines the prospect of further research emanating from this study.
The causal analysis of business cycles is a typical application of the proposed methodology.
In this regard, an example could be the explication of the causal dependence of various
economic indicators to the switching of business cycle regime from expansion to recession
(or vice versa). It is also possible to consider other technometric scenarios. In a machine
reliability context, for example, the probability raising regime-switching causality method-
ology proposed in this work could furnish engineers with the necessary alarm mechanism to
predict the failure of machines.
Lastly, other stochastic processes could also be of practical interest in causality applications.
The Brownian motion and the geometric Brownian motion, for example, are typically used
to describe asset prices in the classical theory of finance, while the Poisson process is of great
application in reliability theory and applications. Explicating cause-effect relationships in
these areas could be considered of significant research interest as well. Seeing that every
research endeavour has its own focus and delimitation, this work narrows to causality analysis
in a regime-switching framework and this is the scope of this study.
6
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1.5 Chapter Overview
Chapter 1 introduced the background to the research problem. Chapter 2 will further explore
the theoretical scope and underlining of the research question. This chapter also typifies the
need for causality testing methodology in a non-stationary, time series domain. Particularly,
it will articulate the background of causality in general, outlining the theory and practical
prevalence of the regime-switching framework of time series.
Chapter 3 propose probability raising causality definitions, in a non-stationary framework,
allowing formal hypothesis testing. The researcher bases the proposal on the probabilistic
causality approach postulated by Good [13], hence coined “Good’s Causality” in this study.
The research conducts pseudo-random number generation based simulations to test the va-
lidity of the proposed methodology by employing Mathematica, v.10.0 in this regard.
Chapter 4 analyses the strength of the test by changing some of the parameters of the
causal model assumed in Chapter 3. After summarising the performance of the method
with variable parameters, some procedural proposition of how one may use the methodology
proposed will also be given in Chapter 4. This proposition may be seen as a potential way
of solving the research problem identified in Chapters 1 and 2.
7
Chapter 2
Literature Review
“... post hoc ergo propter hoc ...” Ancient Latin saying
2.1 Introduction
Any research endeavour would appear fictitious, unless it builds on the existing, scientific
fraternal facts delimiting the research scope and scale. In this section, the report articulates
what other researchers have done for or against the research problem identified in Chapter
1. The aim of the literature study is to detail the theoretical background about the research
question specified above.
The literature review will present historical developments, approaches, and theoretical causal-
ity underpinnings. Ultimately, premise on these, the scientific specification of the research
problem proposed is to be attained. This chapter therefore provides a secondary research
framework requisite for the analysis and explication of the problem statement and method-
ology proposed in this research.
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2.2 Background
Being a complex relational principle, causality discussions are commonplace in various areas
of study, from abstract theory to practical applications. Theoretically, defining causality
seems pivotal in the philosophical, causal literature. In applied scientific circles, testing
causality between phenomena is the typical order of research.
However, it appears that defining the notion of causation has had more interest than propos-
als to test the same. This section provides a brief outline of the historical developments in
causal understanding. This will provide a background to the rest of the literature discussed
around the research question.
2.2.1 Historical Developments
Hulswit [20] categories the history of the principle of causation into three periods:
• Ancient Greek Philosophy: Aristotle
• Middle Ages: Thomas Aquinas
• Modern period: Descartes, Hobbes, Leibniz, Locke, Newton, Hume, Kant, and Mill
Modern literature in causality dates back as far as to the 17th and 18th century when Locke
[24] and Hume [21], respectively, presented some philosophical causality aspects. Hume’s
ideas have been influential in many modern causality discussions.
According to Holland [19], Hume took an empirical stance towards causality and his lit-
erature, though philosophical, is highly esteemed in causal explication. Arguing that it is
not possible to verify empirically that the effect was produced by the cause, he asserts “the
experienced event called the cause is invariably followed by the experienced event called the
effect”. The researcher parallels this to the ancient Latin saying - “post hoc ergo propter
9
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hoc” - after this therefore because of this.
In Hume’s view of causation, a factor F causes an event E if:
• E and F are contagious in time,
• F precedes E - temporal succession and
• E and F always occur, or do not occur together - constant conjunction
(Holland [19]).
However, the notion of temporal succession, pinpointed by Holland [19] as one of the three
basic criteria of causation postulated by Hume, does not accommodate the possibility of
effects proceeding their cause in time. An example of lightning and the sensation thunder
cited by Good [13] attests the possibility of negative time precedence, when the cause is
observed after the effect.
Nonetheless, this report does not delve much into the historical details on causation and how
the principle has developed with time. For an overview on the historical developments, one
can refer to Hulswit [20] and Holland [19].
2.2.2 The Importance of Causality
It is evident that the understanding of causality has almost become imperative in scientific
analysis. Particularly, Pearl [29] asserts that the fundamental aim in the applied sciences is
the clarification of cause-effect relationships among variables. In his opinion, the prevalent
practice by statisticians of directing all research resources on probabilistic and statistical
inferences, while leaving causal analysis to subjective intuition and personal judgement is
one of the greatest deterrents to scientific progress.
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According to Salmon [31], causality is fundamental to the intellectual understanding of the
universe. He also argues that the principle of causation is conceptually central in most prac-
tical deliberations, and this invariably explains why causality issues are evident in day-to-day
practical planning.
Although Holland [19] asserts that practical, statistical problems requiring causal inference
have existed since the earliest days of Statistics, the science, Cox [8] remarks how causality
is mentioned relatively very little in the general statistical literature. One may say that
when confronted with causal questions, “association does not imply causation” is the modal
Statistician’s conclusion. In this regard, Pearl [29] argues that this restrain from causality
or avoidance has paralysed many fields that look up to statistics for guidance, especially
economics and the social sciences.
Aalen and Frigessi [1] discuss the cautious, pervasive attitude of statisticians towards causal
analysis, postulating that the founding fathers of statistics strongly attested that statistics
is only about association, citing K. Pearson and R.A. Fisher as examples. Nonetheless,
“Cochran reports that R.A. Fisher, asked at a conference for his comments on the step from
association to causation, replied: make your theories elaborate” - Cox [8].
Contemporarily, the econometric time series causality methodology proposed by Granger
[15], resembles great practical breakthrough from the traditional philosophical causality ex-
plication found in many texts. His ideas produced an operational, prediction based causality
detection approach usable in causality analysis by practitioners and analysts. Granger, in
Ghysels [11], acknowledges that his ideas are the same as Good’s, however pointing that it
would take time to explicitly show.
In a summary of the statistical aspects of causality definition, Cox [8] categories the approach
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by Good and Granger under statistical causality via association. He attests that the only
difference is in formalising framework. Having adopted an econometric regression context,
nonetheless, Granger was then trapped in a stationarity domain, with the not-so-practical
assumption of constant time series moments - stationarity.
Granger [16] acknowledges that he first saw the causality definition contemporarily associated
with his name in a paper by Weiner [33], whose approach is also identified by Cox [8] under
causality derived from association. Nonetheless, Cox [8] highlights that although Granger
[15] and Weiner [33] both take a time series context; Granger’s framework is particularly
econometric in nature.
2.2.3 The Significance of Statistics in Causal Research
Complexity characterises causal theory and inference. To this end, philosophers, scientists,
historians, to name but a few, have invested enormous efforts towards causal explication. Be-
ing a decisional science vested with probabilistic information and data analytics, the practical
significance of Statistics in causality research is intuitively evident. Pearl [29] acknowledges
probability theory as the official mathematical language used in causal explication by most
disciplines.
Consequently, probabilistic causality as opposed to the deterministic, philosophical view of
causal relationships has proven practically applicable. Accordingly, in many causal applica-
tions, the strength (not only the existence) of causality is manifestly significant, rendering
the importance of likeliness measures furnished by probability theory. Besides Good [13],
other proponents of probabilistic causality include Salmon [31], Eells [9], and Otte [28].
Besides, Pearl [30] argues that while standard statistical analysis is about static associations
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among variables, causality is about the inference of probabilities of past and future events
in dynamic or external conditions. The former is typically undertaken through the estima-
tion of distribution parameters, past and future event probabilities based on observations
or measurements under static conditions, while the latter (causality) goes a step further. In
this regard, the importance of causal inference is manifest.
It is evident that statistics ought to play a significant role in causality studies across applied
scientific disciplines. For example, clinical trials in medical research explicitly express the
need for statistical analysis in drug research and development. Aalen et al [1] maintain that
the high interest of statistical methods in medical research is based on the perceived belief
that statistics will help explain medical causality issues. A typical example of such applica-
tion would be the discussion of the circumstances wherein experimentally observed, medical
effects could have causal interpretation (Bradford Hill, as summarised by Cox [8]).
Besides, econometric causality analysis builds on probabilistic, statistical causality in an at-
tempt at unveiling cause-effect relationships among micro and macro-economic phenomena.
In this regard, causal questions in economic sciences emanate from policy problems and
hence, the main use of causality for policy evaluation (Heckman [18]).
The call for statistical leverage in sociological and psychological causal issues need not be ex-
plained. In such applications, the structural equation modelling, as advocated and formalised
by Pearl [29], is very popular. Likewise, law and judicial practice cannot be adequately used
for societal benefit without the use of probabilistic models of causation.
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2.3 Causality Approaches: A Review
Owing to the complexity inherent in causality issues, causal research has adopted various
philosophical and scientific standpoints. There exist, nonetheless, general approaches that
stand out in the theory and application of causation. Consider Table 2.1 below, a summary
of some of the main approaches identified in the literature.
Forward Causality Reverse Causality
Prospective Causality Retrospective Causality
Statistical Causality Econometric Causality
Experience-based Causality Mechanistic Causality
Ex-Ante Causality Ex-Post Causality
Effects of Causes Causes of Effects
Table 2.1: Causality Approaches
2.3.1 Experience Based Causality vs. Mechanistic Causality
Aalen et al [1] pinpoints two approaches that one can have towards causality. These are the
mechanistic approach and the experience-based one. Under the mechanistic approach, causal
analysis hinges on the abstract understanding of the causal system. Whereas experience-
based causality analysis does not look into the causal “black box”, mechanistic causality does.
In accordance with the views of Heckman [18], there is a need for explicit scientific models
that go into the “black box” to explore the mechanism(s) contained there. Assuming the
complexity of systems explaining the relationship between the potential causes and observed
effects, statistics is of great significance. In such systems, intricate understanding of causal
systems is essentially trivial. Experience-based causal research is then practically prevalent.
To this end, the sustained conjecture of phenomena as coined by Hume [21] defines the causal
relationship under scrutiny. Noticeably, such conjecture is associational; hence experience-
based causality is inherently statistical.
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2.3.2 Forward Causality vs. Reverse Causality
One can also consider forward, or prospective causality as opposed to reverse, or retrospective
causality analysis. Forward causality undertakes to explain effects of causes while explaining
the underlying causes of effects is at the heart of reverse causality. It is apparent that the
experience-based approaches define forward causality, whereas mechanistic causal analysis
defines reverse causality.
Gelman [10] identifies Mill [26] as the one who first distinguished forward causality from re-
verse causality. According to Holland [19], Suppes [32] in an attempt to improve on Hume’s
analysis (Hume [21], [22]) of “constant conjecture” defines “the cause of an effect rather than
the effect of a cause”.
In the view of Arena [2], although these two approaches of causation are equally important,
unveiling the causes of observed, known effects seems more ambitious and difficult. An ex-
ample of analysing the effects of causes could be: “How does smoking affect one’s health?”,
whereas articulating causes of effects could be seeking answers to the following question:
“What caused the global crisis?”
In the case of the research problem identified in this study, one typically observes a regime-
switching process and this is the effect time series. Section 2.5.2 illustrates a practical
example of such observation, in a technometric setup. The causal question is generally ret-
rospective in nature as one would want to know what other series influenced the effect series
so much as to change the regime from one state to another.
Arena [2] strikes a very interesting argument, postulating that “... sometimes we are inter-
ested in the effects of causes whether or not we believe those particular causes are amongst
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the most important determinants of the phenomenon of interest ...”. To this end, the re-
searcher argues that for practical significance, one ought to find a balance between effects of
causes and causes of effects.
2.3.3 Statistical Causality vs. Econometric Causality
Statistical causality as opposed to the econometric or mechanistic approach hinges on ex-
perience based approaches as coined by Aalen et al [1]. Accordingly, human knowledge and
understanding is built on the development of theories and testing them against empirical
evidence. Statistical causality traditionally ignores the intrinsic mechanisms driving causal
relationships. To this end, an assumption-free, randomisation premise to causal inference is
adopted (Heckman [18]).
Cox [8] presents brief historical comments on the statistical aspects of statistical causality,
pinpointing two main statistical approaches to causality: (i) Causality via association and
(ii) Causality via quasi-experiments or randomised experiments. The first approach is com-
monplace in probabilistic causality circles whilst the latter is typically used in the elucidation
of cause-effect relationships in the social sciences.
Heckman [18] ascertains that econometric analysis endeavours to explicate the causes that
drive the effects in a given causal system. This done, one is then capable of predicting
the effects of previously unobserved system conditions using empirical versions of the causal
mechanism. Accordingly, the researcher comments that econometric causality uses reverse
causality for forward causal inference.
Cox [8] cites the use of design experiments as one of the two main views of causal analysis,
the other one being statistical association that cannot be explained away. In addition, one
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could use Rubin’s experimental model of causal inference based on the theory of randomised
experiments as summarised by Holland [19]. However, unlike in a biometric setup for ex-
ample, econometric frameworks where regime-switching processes are commonplace tend to
be observational and not experiment rich. The design of a practical macro-economic exper-
iment that could model the causal relationship between the variables of interest is not only
intricate but also unrealistic and resource intensive.
2.4 Good’s Theory of Causality
Good [13] is one of the early probabilistic causality writers. He takes a probabilistic, philo-
sophical standpoint in causal explication where he employs probability statements for the
articulation of causality.
2.4.1 Original Idea: In Random Events
Suppose E and F denote random events; the same could be thought of as propositions
asserting the occurrence of the events, respectively. In a way of defining when an event is
said to be a cause of another, Good [13] takes a propositional approach.
2.4.2 Notation
Initially, it is important to present the notation adopted by Good [13].
• H1, all the true laws of nature either known or unknown.
• H2, all the essential physical circumstances usually taken for granted.
• H=H1·H2, all true laws of nature and essential physical background information.
From the last item above, the assumption of assigning a physical probability to E and F
follows.
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2.4.3 Assumptions
As any other theory, Good’s definitions of causality are built on some premising assumptions.
Being a philosophical mathematician, some of his propositions are rather abstract, from an
axiomatic viewpoint. The conditions are articulated herein, as postulated by Good [13]:
Condition 1. Both E and F will occur, if not already. If E and F are propositions, both of
these are true.
Condition 2. To necessitate probability raising it is important to condition that neither the
event nor the cause HAD to happen, that is
P (E|H) < 1 , P (F |H) < 1.
Condition 3. The causal event (F ) raises the probability of the effect (E). The effect is
more likely to happen when the cause occurred than otherwise. Hence
P (E|F.H) > P (E|F .H).
It can be seen that both Conditions 2 and 3 are postulated on condition that H, all the true
laws of nature and the essential physical background, are quantifiable.
2.4.4 Good’s Causality Definition: Probability Raising
From the three conditions above, we endeavour to operationalise Good’s ideas. Considering
the impracticality associated with defining causality using H, we relax the need for all the
laws of nature and physical circumstances usually taken for granted. In practice, one would
typically test causality subject to some information set. Granger [15] discusses this principle
and illustrates how that causal explication is dependent on the set of information available
for analysis.
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The important assumption in the approach adopted and adjusted in the current work is that
the events to be studied should at least be possible (non-zero in probability), and not sure
(not certain) events.
Definition 1. For random events E and F, such that Conditions 1,2 and 3 of Section 2.4.3
are satisfied, the factor F is a cause of the event E if P (E|F ) > P (E|F ) where 0 < P (E) < 1
and 0 < P (F ) < 1.
Hereafter, Definition 1 summaries Good’s proposition considered in this work and will be
referred to as Good’s theory of causality. In the literature on probabilistic causality, other
definitions similar to the one above also exist. Suppes [32], for example asserts that:
Definition 2. F is a cause of E if P (E|F ) > P (E).
Good’s Definition 1 above, unlike Suppes’ one, eliminates the possibility of relevance reversal.
If for example we have that P (E|F ) > P (E) and P (E) < P (E|F ), factor F will be raising
and also reducing the probability of occurrence of event E. This appears contradictory but
it may be observed in population and subpopulation treatments and is generally known as
Simpson’s paradox. Consider Lemma 1 below which presents a consoling and interesting
result for Definitions 1 and 2 above. However, to have exactly the same logic as Good’s def-
inition, one would have to impose an additional condition of P (E) > P (E|F ) in Definition 2.
Lemma 1. P (E|F ) > P (E|F ) ⇒ P (E|F ) < P (E) < P (E|F )
Proof. From the premise of the lemma above, the we have
P (E|F ) > P (E|F )⇒ P (E ∩ F ) >
P (F )P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
P (E ∩ F ) >
[1− P (F )]P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
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P (E ∩ F ) >
P (E ∩ F )− P (F )P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
P (E ∩ F ) >
P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
− P (E ∩ F )
P (E ∩ F ) + P (E ∩ F ) >
P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
P (E) >
P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
(2.1)
P (E) > P (E|F ) (2.2)
From equation 2.1,
P (E) >
P (E)− P (E ∩ F )
1− P (F )
P (E)− P (E)P (F ) > P (E)− P (E ∩ F )
P (E ∩ F ) > P (E)P (F )
P (E ∩ F )
P (F )
> P (E)
P (E|F ) > P (E) (2.3)
Hence, from the probabilistic expressions in equations 2.2 and 2.3, the lemma follows
P (E|F ) > P (E|F )⇒ P (E|F ) < P (E) < P (E|F )
Nonetheless, both Definitions 1 and 2 above are “probability-raising” in nature, typically
known as positive relevance. One could also consider the “probability-diminishing” approach
of the probabilistic causality definition, sometimes called negative relevance. As coined by
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the researcher, negative relevance denotes the general notion of “preventing”. In this case,
the factor F , for example will not be causing (in the general sense) the event E but pre-
venting the same and this could also be seen as negative causation.
The inequalities in Definitions 1 and 2 would then be reversed and presented as P (E|F ) <
P (E|F ) and P (E) < P (E|F ), respectively. Interestingly, confirming Lemma 1; given positive
or negative relevance, respectively, we have assurance that:
P (E) ∈ [P (E|F, P (E|F )] or P (E) ∈ [P (E|F ), P (E|F)].
The knowledge of P(E) would be required, however, to tell where exactly P(E) lies within
the respective interval, for both positive and negative relevance (Salmon [31]).
Further, Good [14] asserts that if E and F are two events such that F occurs before E and
P (E|F ) > P (E|F ), then there is a tendency for F to cause E given some state of the uni-
verse. In this regard, a factor F is said to be cause of the event E if the likeliness of event
occurring is higher in the presence of the factor than in its absence. Formally, a factor is said
to be a cause of an event if the probability of the event occurring, on condition of the factor
occurring, is greater than the same probability on condition of the factor not occurring. In
that fashion, Good ascertains that P(E |F )− P(E |F ) denotes the degree to which F caused
E. This could be seen as the strength of the causality between E and F .
Nonetheless, Salmon [31], articulates that for the purpose of defining probabilistic causal-
ity in a qualitative fashion, the use of either P(E |F ) and P(E |F ) or P(E |F ) and P(E ) is
non-selective. He argues that it is rather the existence and direction of relevance (positive
or negative) that matters. Still, for the development of quantitative probabilistic causality
definitions, Salmon [31] attests that the relevance measure choice between either P(E |F )
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and P(E |F ) or P(E |F ) and P(E ) is significantly paramount.
However, research phenomena need not only be random events as Good’s theory suggests.
Seeing that most scientific phenomena is observed or measured across time, the need for
causal explication in the time domain is evident. Given a time series framework, the trans-
formation of Good’s ideas bears methodological potential, considering that there is no strict
assumption a priori. To this end, Chapter 3 below directs research attention toward building
a statistical tool or measure of causality between time series, premised on Good’s proposi-
tions above.
Particularly, having adopted a regime-switching framework as a non-stationary domain, it is
worthwhile to lay a secondary research background in this regard as well. Hence, Section 2.5
below lays the requisite literature review of the mean-switching processes, also articulating
other forms of regime-switching, accordingly.
2.5 Theory and Applications of Regime Switching Pro-
cesses
2.5.1 Theoretical Framework: Classification
Krolzig [23] details the various specifications of the Markov-switching vector autoregressive
processes:
• Markov switching mean
• Markov switching intercept
• Markov switching autoregressive parameter
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• Markov switching heteroscedasticity
2.5.2 Practical Motivations
Figure 2.5.2 gives an example of a practical regime-switching system from the sensor read-
ings of an electricity-generating unit. On this figure, one can see clearly that the process has
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Figure 2.1: Telemetry - Sensor Readings for a Coal-Fired Power Station
two means (µ0 ≈ 20 and µ1 ≈ 90). Change of regime in this case typically means a critical
deviation from normal functionality. This could resemble loss of generating capacity which
may lead to other technical and financial losses. The detrimental implications of unplanned
capacity loses can never be understated, even as evidenced by the load shedding which of
recent has become one of the daily news in South Africa.
Given the readings from other sensors, we have to decide which other sensor readings may
be used to predict switching of the process in question. With the cause and effect being
of stochastic nature, probabilistic causal analysis of the mean-switching, given some poten-
tial causal processes defines the research question. Such causality modelling would provide
management with an early warning system for decision-making purposes. Similar, critical
scenarios also exist in other settings hence this practical need drives the research problem
identified in Chapter 1.
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2.5.3 Markov Switching Mean
Consider yt, a stationary variable experiencing dramatic or abrupt changes in behaviour
as time elapses. Suppose further that the historical evolution of yt for t = 1, 2, ..., t0 can
be explained by an autoregressive (AR) model of order 1, with relevant restrictions on the
parameters:
Model 1. First Regime.
yt = c1 + φyt−1 + t , t ∼ N(0, σ
2)
If at time t0, there was an abrupt, notable change in the overall realizations of the observed
series, the new behaviour for t = t0 + 1, t0 + 2, ... could be described by another AR (1)
process:
Model 2. Second Regime.
yt = c2 + φyt−1 + t , t ∼ N(0, σ
2)
Owing to the imperfect predictability of the causes of the change in the average levels of the
observed series at time t0, Hamilton [17] suggests that the two models proposed above are
actually sub-specifications of a bigger mean-switching AR model:
Model 3. Regime-Switching.
yt = cst + φyt−1 + t , t ∼ N(0, σ
2)
where st = 1 for t = 1, 2, ..., t0 and st = 2 for t = t0 + 1, t0 + 2, ....
However, to fully comprehend the data generating process presented by Model 3, it is nec-
essary to specify what would have “caused” the state process st to change from st = 1 to
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st = 2. Seeing that the state process is unobserved, Hamilton [17] presumes that the discrete
shifts in regime of the observed process (yt) is not observed directly and hence probabilistic
inference should be drawn based on the observed behaviour of the effect process from one
regime to another. Threshold models and Markov-switching models stand as two main ap-
proaches.
The first approach attributes the regime switch to an observed, threshold variable that
governs the state that the observed effect process will be, as discussed by Zohra [34]:
Model 4. Threshold Variable Approach.
yt =


c1 + φyt−1 + t if yt ≤ y
∗
c2 + φyt−1 + t if yt > y
∗
such that, with I(.), a regime indicator variable,
yt = (c1 + φyt−1 + t)I(yt ≤ y
∗) + (c2 + φyt−1 + t)(1− I(yt ≤ y
∗)).
If the history of the effect series itself defines the threshold variable, then the model is re-
ferred to as the self-exciting threshold (SETAR) model. Considering the problem statement
of this research, we will not use the SETAR approach, seeing that we consider the exis-
tence of another time series causing the regime of yt to switch from one state to another.
Nonetheless, one could consider SETAR models as future considerations or further research
for the identified research problem. The possibility here could be developing a “self-causal”
methodology.
However, in Markov-switching models, as introduced by Goldfeld and Quandt [12], an unob-
served Markov chain, discrete in nature determines regime-switching. A two-state Markov
simplification may be considered to model the probabilistic switching nature of the state
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process using the following rule:
P (st = j|st−1 = i, st−2 = k, ..., yt−1, yt−2, ...) = P (st = j|st−1 = i) = pij
which necessitates that the current state realization, st, be only dependent on the previous
corresponding one, st−1; such that for a two mean process, the time invariant transition
probabilities are given by

 P (St = 0|St−1 = 0) P (St = 0|St−1 = 1)
P (St = 1|St−1 = 0) P (St = 1|St−1 = 1)

 =

 p00 p01
p10 p11

 . (2.4)
Nonetheless, the transition probabilities given above are time invariant, not a very practical
assumption. Fixed transition probabilities as such necessitate that the expected duration of
the regimes be constant. In a practical setting, this is highly unlikely. If this were the case,
then the prediction and timing of regime switch would be relatively straightforward.
This is the approach adopted in Chapter 3. In Section 3.2.2, the researcher relaxes the
time-invariance probabilities assumed here and this forms part of the methodology proposed
in this work. However, before we formally present the methodology suggested, we consider
other existing stochastic causality tests below.
2.6 Existing Stochastic Causality Tests
In a way of research gap identification, this section devotes attention to the existing method-
ologies one can adopt in a practical stochastic framework. According to the researcher’s
knowledge, there is no regime-switching causality detection methodology present, hence the
problem identified in this study.
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2.6.1 Granger Causality: Regime-Switching Setup
With the growing interest in the econometric causality test proposed by Granger [15], a
Markov extension has been proposed by Billio and Sanzo [4]. They propose a re-specification
of the transition probabilities that allows one to use Granger’s methodology in Markov-
switching causality applications, employing time-varying transition probabilities. However,
the framework adopted is not essentially mean-switching. However, the time-varying prob-
abilities of transition from one state to another, considered in Section 3.2.2 were adopted
from Billio and Sanzo [4].
Krolzig [23] attests that the Markov mean-switching vector autoregressive process with
regime-invariant autoregressive parameters and variances possess linear Wold representa-
tions. To this end, he argues that one would rather refer to these processes as being non-
normal and not nonlinear. It could then be worthwhile to consider the causality in mean
version of Granger’s definition, given a mean-switching framework.
Consider Definition 3 of the Granger mean causality as given by Covey and Bessler [7]. Covey
et al [7] summarised the Granger mean causality, stating that Xt is said to cause Yt in mean,
with respect to the information set ωt if the mean of the j-step-ahead conditional distribution
of future Y series is changed by removing the information contained in the random series Xt
from ωt.
Definition 3. Granger Causality in Mean.
For the information set ωt, Xt causes Yt+j in mean if
E(Yt+j |ωt) 6= E(Yt+j |{ωt −Xt})
where ωt − Xt is all the information in ωt excluding any information about Xt and E(.)
denotes the expected value.
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Importantly, Definition 3 is a special case of the general Granger causality in distribution
summarised by Covey et al [7]:
Definition 4. Granger Causality in Distribution.
For the information contained in the set ωt, Xt causes Yt+j , j ≥ 1 , in distribution if
F (Yt+j|ωt) 6= F (Yt+j|{ωt −Xt})
where F (.) denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the corresponding forecast.
Causality in distribution is also referred to as full causality. The statement that Xt causes
Yt+j in distribution with respect to the information set ωt is true if the knowledge contained
in the series Xt changes the conditional distribution of the j-step-ahead forecast of the series
Y with {Yt,Xt} ⊂ ωt.
The basic intuition behind the definitions or methodology proposed in the current work is
more or less the same as the extension (theoretically) of Granger’s idea of causality in mean
as captured by Definition 3 onto a regime-switching framework. The formal proof is consid-
ered to be abstract and therefore left as a prospect for future research.
Granger [16], summaries his notions on prediction-based causation, maintaining that the
causal time series contain “unique information” about the effect series and always occur be-
fore the effects. This implies that the causes generally produce “superior” forecasts of their
effects. In an abstract fashion, adopting this ideology onto a regime-switching framework
would be another way of dealing with the research problem identified in the current work.
It can be said, nonetheless that the existence of at least two means for the observed process
in a regime-switching setup would render the stationarity assumption violated. Hence, al-
though the regime-switching process may be categorised as non-normal and not nonlinear,
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they violate the necessary stationarity assumption prerequisite for Granger’s methodology.
Still, while it might be mathematically possible to transform the regime-switching process
into a stationary series of interest, it is not guaranteed if one would not lose the so much
needed causal information about the switching mechanism, or relationship with the causing
series. Hence, considering that forecasting the switching patterns of regime across time is of
practical importance in such causality applications, one may not afford to trade the station-
arity condition required by Granger [15] at the cost of the significant causal information.
2.7 Chapter Summary
The researcher presented a synthesis of the existing literature on causality in general. Partic-
ularly, the importance of causality explication in human and scientific endeavour was given,
also detailing the relevant historical developments. The attitude of statisticians towards
causality issues was reviewed, against the backdrop of the perceived significance of Statistics
in unveiling-cause effect relationships in the applied sciences.
The chapter also presented the dominant approaches of causality analysis and definition.
The same were seen to be equally important and complementary, although particular cau-
sation scenarios could better be analysed using some specific approach than the others.
Consequently, the notion of probability raising, as postulated by I.J. Good was summarised.
Although Good’s ideas presented to be philosophical in nature, the research identified some
operational potential of regime-switching causality analysis in the probability raising ideol-
ogy.
The theoretical framework and classification of regime-switching processes was presented.
Considering the practical prevalence of the mean-switching class of regime switching series,
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the grounding theoretical specification of these processes was outlined. To clarify the re-
search gap, a brief discussion of Granger causality was given, concluding that although this
methodology adopts a time series domain, Granger causality’s assumption on time series
stationarity stands as a drawback to its usage in regime-switching causality analysis.
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Chapter 3
Definitions and Simulations
“The problem is how to devise definitions of causality and feedback which permits tests for
their existence” C.W.J. Granger
3.1 Introduction
The need for causality definitions applicable in a non-stationary time series framework was
evidently identified. In particular, a practical regime-switching context wherein the mean of
effect process is not constant was illustrated. The need for causal analysis in such a domain
is the object of this chapter.
In this chapter, Good’s random-event causality definitions, as summarised in Section 2.4.1
are extended onto a stochastic domain, in two phases. Section 3.2.1 articulates the transfor-
mation of the said definitions from random events to random variables. Section 3.2.2 then
undertakes the extension of the resulting definitions onto a time series domain. Simulations
of causal and non-causal processes will be used for theoretical validation and the results will
be presented in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 gives some practical implications of the definitions
proposed.
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3.2 Stochastic Causality: Transformations
The need for causal analysis in stochastic domains is practically prevalent and evident,
considering the stochastic nature of the variables of interest in econometrics, biometrics,
technometrics, and many other applied fields of statistics. It can be said that observations
and experimental units in such fields are stochastic in nature. To this end, the nature of the
data generating processes could be Markov, Brownian, Gaussian, Poisson, and so on.
Articulating causal explication in such practice would therefore call for stochastic based
causality methods. Good’s probability raising ideology, as postulated for random events
as seen in Section 2.4.1, bears methodological potential in this regard. Particularly, the
same suggests no stationarity or some other stringent distributional assumption, but the
probabilistic analysis of the causal relations between a potential cause and its effect. One can
therefore consider the extension of the previously proposed random variable causal definitions
to some stochastic causality explanation methodology. This is the objective of this section
and the method proposed in this chapter can be seen in Mlambo and Litvine [27].
3.2.1 Phase I: Good’s Causality in Random Variables
Consider Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 below.
Theorem 1. For any measurable event A, P (A) =
∫
A
dF ∗(.) where F ∗(.) is the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of any variable related to the event A. In other words, the CDF
fully and uniquely defines the probability space.
Corollary 1. Suppose X and Y are random variables, related to the factor F and event E
respectively. Then if for some E and F: P (Y ∈ E|X ∈ F ) 6= P (Y ∈ E|X /∈ F ), we have
that X causes Y.
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From Definition 1 of Section 2.4.4, using Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 above, the following
causality definitions for random variables are proposed:
Definition 5. Operational Good Causality.
For real valued random variables, X and Y; X causes Y if ∃ x,y ∈ R
P (Y ≤ y and X ≤ x)
P (X ≤ x)
6=
P (Y ≤ y and X > x)
P (X > x)
Definition 6. Operational Good’s Non-Causality.
For real valued random variables, X and Z; X does NOT cause Z if ∃ x,y ∈ R
P (Z ≤ z and X ≤ x)
P (X ≤ x)
=
P (Z ≤ z and X > x)
P (X > x)
The proposed definitions are tested and validated, by partitioning the range of the two
variables into subintervals whose endpoints were used to compute the LHS and RHS prob-
abilities of Definition 5 above. The equivalence of these probabilities was then tested using
the classical equivalence of mean Z-test, using of an indicator variable that resembles the
bridge from population means to probabilities.
3.2.2 Phase II: Good’s Markov Switching Causality
Typically, causal understanding is required for the regime switch mechanism. In other words,
one would be seeking to know what causes the process under analysis to switch from one
state to another. To this end, we employ the probability-raising ideology assuming that
the information contained in the causal series increases the forecastability of the effect be-
ing in a certain state. One can see why Granger attests that his ideas are the same as Good’s.
While it is true that some unobserved process St drives the regime Yt, one needs to find
some observable process Xt whose occurrence increases the likeliness of occurrence of the
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said regime switch. We consider a simple two-regime Markov switching model. Let St, Xt
and Yt denote the unobservable state variable, the potential cause series and the observed
effect process, respectively.
It is necessary that some meshing or grid system be developed across the range of the causal
process. In other words, the range of the causal process is dissected into equidistant intervals,
an adaptation from the general Riemann-sum dissection of intervals. Consider the following
notation as adapted for the probabilistic causality computations:
Xtmin = x0 < x1 < x2 < ... < xn = Xtmax where ∆x =
Xtmax −Xtmin
n
,
xi = x0 +∆x , Xtmin = min
t=1,...,N
Xt , Xtmax = max
t=1,...,N
Xt
and n is the number of intervals into which the range of the causal process is partitioned.
As an example, 10 intervals provide that we have 10 subsets into which the range of Xt is
divided into. According to the notation adopted, these could be defined as:
[Xtmin, x1), [x1, x2), ..., [x9, Xtmax].
Now, for the effect process, we propose that one subdivide the range into two mutually
exclusive sets YtSo and YtS1 such that:
YtSo = [Ytmin, y
∗] and YtS1 = (y
∗, Ytmax ] (3.1)
where y∗ =
Ytmin + Ytmax
2
, Ytmin = min
t=1,...,N
Yt and Ytmax = max
t=1,...,N
Yt
In other words, YtSo contains all the effect realizations less or equal to the process midrange,
y∗. In this regard, assumption is made that this set approximates all the realizations where
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Yt, the effect process or the regime-switching time series is in the first state, which we denote
So. Equally, YtS1 is the corresponding approximation of the range of realizations whereby Yt
is in state 1, that is, in another regime.
Effectively, timing the switching of states of Yt, as governed by the switch of state process
S0 → S1 or S1 → S0 is more important than particular values of the realizations. To this end,
the realizations of the effect process are partitioned into two sets, even as the process has
two means. One set will have all the effect realizations below the median of the process range.
Consider the following re-specifications of the probability raising ideology of Good [13], in a
regime-switching framework:
Definition 7. Regime-Switching Probability Raising.
The time series Xt is a transition cause of Yt, a Regime-Switching Markov process, if ∃ i ∈
{0, 1, 2, ..., n} such that
P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt ≤ xi) 6= P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt > xi)
where y∗ denotes the transition partition realization of the process, xi is the corresponding
subinterval causal sampling point in the causal process Xt and n the number of intervals the
range of Xt is dissected into.
3.3 Testing Procedure: A Formal Proposition
Granger in Ghysels [11] affirms that the principle difficulty in causality theory is to devise
definitions of causation that permit tests of their existence. We suggest the population
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proportions test as a probability equivalence testing methodology to ascertain the existence
of probability-raising between two time series realizations; through the regime-switching
causality as defined above.
3.3.1 Causality Hypotheses
H0 : ρ1,k = ρ2,k (no causality) and H1 : ρ1,k 6= ρ2,k (causality present) where ρ1,k = P (Yt ≤
y∗|Xt−k ≤ xi) and ρ2,k = P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt−k > xi) are estimated from the sample for each lag,
k.
3.3.2 Test Statistic
zk =
ρ1,k − ρ2,k√
ρ∗(1− ρ∗)( 1
n1
+ 1
n2
)
where ρ∗ =
n1p1,k + n2p2,k
n1 + n2
Under large n∗ = n1 + n2, the test statistic will have standard normal distribution given the
null hypothesis is true. This test statistic is adopted from the one used to test the equality
of population proportions in Lombard, van der Merwe and Kele [25].
3.3.3 Rejection Rule
We reject the null hypothesis, H0, if |zk| > zα where α is the significance level.
3.3.4 Testing Considerations
Intuitively, the more stringent the two sets of Yt in Equation 3.1 of Section 3.2.2 are, the
better the proposed definition should be. Therefore, one would typically require that all the
midpoints that contain no realizations be excluded from these sets which will be used for the
probability raising computations. One way of doing this could be constructing two (1−α0)%
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empirical confidence intervals around the respective means, for some choice of α0.
Clearly, to have good chance for spotting the causality, we need to make the grid xi as dense
as possible. On the other hand, we should not forget that any statistical test is subject to
a statistical error. Therefore, if the test is performed for every point of a grid having many
nodes, we may arrive at the rejection inference simply by chance. We therefore need to find
an optimal way to aggregate the test results for different xi, as we cannot simply say that a
single rejection is sufficient to conclude that there is causality between the effect and suspect
time series.
Therefore, we suggest combining the p-values obtained in all grid points into one parameter,
which will be used to perform the general inference. Two possibilities could be considered:
(a) average the p-values for all the nodes (b) set a threshold value for the number of p-
values that call for the acceptance as a percentage of the total tests. In this chapter, we
use the average p-values to illustrate the ability of the proposed test to detect the causality
simulated. The optimal threshold may be identified through replications of the simulations
proposed and discussed in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5, respectively. We will return to this aspect
later in Chapter 4.
3.3.5 Causality Memory
To reduce the chances of falsely rejecting the non-causation null hypothesis, the research
proposes the existence of causal memory when there is indeed causality between the two
processes at hand. To this end, consider Conjecture 1 below:
Conjecture 1. Causal Memory.
Given Yt, a regime-switching process with p00, p11>0.5. If Xt is a causal factor of Yt at lag
k, it will also be a cause of lag k + l with decreasing causal strength as l increases, l ∈ N.
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Proof. If there is a causal relationship between Yt and Xt, p00>0.5 and p11>0.5 necessitates
that there be some causal memory. Evidently, with causal memory, causality significance at
lag k would imply that there be causality, with decreasing strength at lag k+1. Also, given
causal relevance at lag k +1, we would expect that there also be causality at lag k + 2 with
diminishing strength. By induction, the same hold for lag l ∈ N, depending on the strength
of causal memory, a function of p00 and p11.
3.4 Design and Methodology
3.4.1 Simulations
To validate the regime-switching causality forecasting methodology proposed above, we make
use of simulations. One may ask why the researcher decided to use a simulation based ap-
proach. Apparently, it cannot be denied that empirical studies are the sole basis upon which
theory is verified. In this perspective, one would therefore require a regime-switching causal-
ity system wherein the evolution of one time series is causing the behaviour of another series
to switch from one state to another, probabilistically.
Nonetheless, finding such instances in practice require that one use some methodology al-
ready validated. While this research is attempting to solve this problem, the suggestion is
that one makes use of simulations. The advantage of this approach is that the researcher is
awarded the privilege of “playing the role of nature”, such that “known” causal relationships
may be simulated and the proposed methodology can be tested. Conversely, one can also
“control” the experiments by simulating independent or non-causal time series.
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3.4.2 Tools
Mathematica, v.10.0 is utilised. Mathematica is a computational software used in many
fields of theoretical and applied sciences, since 1988. Based on symbolic mathematics, using
the Wolfram language, computations in Mathematica are of immaculate precision and its
performance in pseudo-random number generation is profound. Accordingly, this comple-
ments the approach adopted for the testing and validation of the methodology proposed in
this work. For more details about Mathematica, one may refer to the Wolfram web site:
www.wolfram.com.
3.4.3 Causal Model: Simulating Causality
In this section, we consider the theoretical framework articulated in Section 2.5.1. To test the
validity of the proposed definition and methodology, we attempt to mimic the causal data
generating process, supposing the observed effect time series is a regime-switching process.
Consider the following mean-switching model as postulated by Hamilton [17]:
yt = µst + φ1(yt−1 − µst−1) + σet (3.2)
with St, yt and µst some unobserved state process, the potential effect series and its respec-
tive mean under a certain state.
Unlike the Markov, time-invariant transition probabilities of Equation 2.4 in Section 2.5
above, consider the time-varying transition probabilities:
P (St = st|St−1 = st−1, Xt) =


p00(Xt) p01(Xt)
p10(Xt) p11(Xt)

 ,
where Xt denotes some regime duration evolution delimiting variable(s).
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We assume that the potential causal series influences the transition probabilities of the pro-
cess yt. To this end, the probability of switching from one state to another at time t for the
effect series pij(.) is determined by Xt in some unobserved way, through the state process, St.
Using the general idea employed in the discrete choice modelling of random processes, we
require a positive unit scaling relationship from Xt to pij(.). It is assumed that by influ-
encing the transition probabilities of Yt, Xt is causing Yt. Necessarily, pij ∈ [0, 1] hence, for
simplicity, if Φ denotes some CDF (the cumulative distribution function),
pij(Xt) = Φ(Xt).
3.4.4 Specifications
The research assumes a two-state Markov regime switching framework. Let the first state
S0 and the other state S1 be the “normal” and the “abnormal” states, respectively. Accord-
ingly, µ0 = 2 and µ1 = 3 are the corresponding means for the “normal” and the “abnormal”
state of some observed process. The means are arbitrarily chosen, for simulation purposes.
Effectively, having some other choice of the same would typically resemble rescaling and thus
is not of much methodological significance.
The mean reversion parameter, φ1, is set high at 80% to necessitate that the realizations of
the two processes do not assume the same range (overlap) over the two means. However, for
methodological robustness, the relaxation of this condition will be worthwhile. The ability
of causality test to detect mean switching causality when states overlap would be a desirable
characteristic of robustness.
Initially, p11 is fixed at 0.9, that is, the probability that the state remains “abnormal” is 90%.
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This is time invariant and was arbitrarily selected as a high recurrence transition probability
for the abnormal state. Again, time invariance on the part of p11 is for simplicity. Effectively,
conditioning p00 alone on Xt is necessary for the requisite causal relationship between Xt
and Yt.
Hence, the recurrence transition probability for the normal state, p00, is not specified explic-
itly as a constant, such that p00 is replaced by p00t , its time-varying counterpart. Parsimo-
niously, consider the standard normal distribution such that p00 is probabilistically dependent
upon Xt in following way:
p00t = p00(Xt) = Φ
∗(Xt) where Xt ∼ iid Uniform[a, b], {a, b} ∈ [Ytmin, Ytmax ]
and Φ∗ is the CDF of the standard normal variant. Let the sample size be N. Normal errors
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation σ, are assumed, i.e. e ∼ N(0, σ2).
Having restricted the transition probabilities of the effect time series to depend on the process
Xt, the latter would be conditioned to “cause” the former, probabilistically. The assumption
is that influencing the likeliness of regime change is what would typically be of practical
importance. Whether this influence is strictly causal might not be of practical importance.
Some special considerations in terms of spurious and intervening variables could be consid-
ered as well. For practical causal inference, this is very important.
For the purpose of experimental control, define Zt as another process entirely independent
of Yt. It is necessary however that the underlying process properties of the two processes Zt
and Xt be maintained. From equation 3.4.4, let
Zt ∼ iid Uniform[a, b], {a, b} ∈ [Ytmin, Ytmax ]
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such that the causal and the non-causal process have the same data generating specifications.
To simulate the regime-switching mechanism of the observed time series, one needs to mimic
St, the unobservable Markov chain. To this end, a unit uniformly distributed time process
Ut is first generated. The unobserved state process is then simulated using a conditional
pseudo-random number generator by the following rule:
St =


S0 if {St−1 = 0 ∧ Ut ≤ poot} ∨ {St−1 = 1 ∧ Ut > p11}
S1 if {St−1 = 0 ∧ Ut > poot} ∨ {St−1 = 1 ∧ Ut ≤ p11}
Consider the summary of the parameter specifications used in the simulations performed,
given in Table 3.1. These parameters are set based on the theory and the researcher’s intu-
itive sensitivity of the proposed methodology to each parameter. Particularly, the parameters
are set favourably for ease of probability raising detection.
Parameter µ0 µ1 p11 φ1 n σ α N a b
Value 2 3 0.9 0.8 10 0.01 0.05 1100 0 3
Table 3.1: Parameter Specifications
With the state variable, the effect variable is now generated according to Equation 3.2 using
the parameter values in Table 3.1. A typical graphical illustration of the simulation of Yt is
shown in Figure 3.1. Chapter 4 adjusts the values of the parameters to determine how they
affect the robustness of the proposed methodology. This will not only resemble a more formal
justification of parameter choices but also provide the necessary methodological delimitation
of the approach proposed in this study.
Evidently, the simulated regime-switching process (in brown) mimics the practical example
illustrated in Section 2.5. The simulated effect process is non-stationary. The idea here is to
verify if the proposed methodology can detect the causality between Xt and Yt, as simulated.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated Causal Processes: µ1=2, µ2=3, σ=0.1 and N=300
3.5 Simulations: Results and Discussions
In this section, we use the test proposed in Section 3.3 to see if the same can detect the
causality, simulated in Section 3.4.3 above. The objective is to verify if the probability rais-
ing ideology adapted from Good [13] is useful in forecasting instantaneous changes in regime,
as simulated above.
Strictly, the “results” presented below are typical outcomes received given a fixed vector
of all parameters necessary for the causality simulations. The outcomes would change for
every simulation, seeing that the number generation underlying the causal and non-causal
experiments is pseudo-random in nature. Chapter 4 also considers the case of multiple
simulations. Through replications of these individual tests, robustness limits can then be
ascribed to these parameters. Nonetheless, the first port of call is to consider the individual
simulations in a way of illustrating the typical outcomes.
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3.5.1 Instantaneous Transition Probability Raising
Particularly, this section considers the case when the lag k is zero, that is, where the be-
haviour of causal time series causes the regime-switching of the effect series instantaneously.
Having simulated processes with an instantaneous causal relation Xt and Yt, the objective
here is to see if the method proposed in Section 3.3 can detect that Xt is causing Yt, without
any time delay.
Probability Raising: Subjective Evidence
Consider the tabulation of the probabilities that the simulated effect time series will be in
a given state (the first state in this case), conditional on the simulated cause in Table 3.2
below. The idea here is to test the equivalence of the probabilities corresponding to each
grid point, ρ1,0 and ρ2,0 over the range of Xt.
Grid ρ1,0 = P (Yt ≤ y
∗ |Xt ≤ xi) ρ2,0 = P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt > xi)
1 0.5479 0.6020
2 0.5313 0.6471
3 0.5203 0.6346
4 0.5181 0.6112
5 0.5251 0.5832
6 0.5271 0.5723
7 0.4959 0.5814
8 0.5091 0.5673
9 0.4603 0.5719
10 0.4375 0.5637
ρj,0 0.5073 0.5935
Table 3.2: Probability Raising, Xt and Yt
Indeed, there is some evidence of probability raising, as adapted from Good’s original def-
inition. In addition, as suggested in Section 2.4.4 by Lemma 1, one would typically expect
to have:
ρi1,0 < P (Yt ≤ y
∗) < ρi2,0 ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}
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Hypotheses: Causal Processes
Formally, one would be testing the following hypotheses:
H0 : P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt ≤ xi) = P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt > xi), that is, Xt does not cause Yt
Ha : P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt ≤ xi) 6= P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Xt > xi), that is, Xt causes Yt
Accordingly, we test the equivalence of the two probabilities in Columns 2 and 3 of Table
3.2 for each node of Xt, xi.
Test Results: Causal Processes
At 5% significance level, Table 3.3 below shows the p-values obtained by using the standard
normal statistic suggested in Section 3.3.2 above. The small p-values reported at lag 0 across
all the subintervals illustrate that the test can detect the simulated instantaneous causality
from Xt to Yt. For all the 10 grids, the probability of obtaining the corresponding test
statistic result as extreme, as the observed (calculated) assuming that Xt does not cause Yt
is very small.
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.0440 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003
2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011
3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0029 0.4133
4 0.0000 0.0001 0.0106 0.0068 0.7906
5 0.0082 0.0304 0.1808 0.0308 0.7012
6 0.0384 0.0169 0.3408 0.1092 0.9504
7 0.0001 0.0012 0.3722 0.1315 0.8442
8 0.0072 0.0008 0.4212 0.8834 0.7779
9 0.0000 0.0001 0.0282 0.9210 0.1622
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0864 0.0220 0.6626
p 0.010 0.0050 0.1441 0.2108 0.5304
η 10 10 5 6 2
Table 3.3: Test Results p-values - H0 : Xt Causes Yt
Still, even though the causality from Xt to Yt was simulated at lag 0, the test for delayed
causality were performed as well. Column 2 of Table 3.3 shows the test results, across the 10
grids, of the following null hypothesis: Xt−1 causes Yt, for example. Owing to the memory
of the simulated effect process alone, causal memory is present indirectly without being
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simulated in the switching mechanism, as will be done with the delayed causality validation
below.
Probability Raising: Contradictory Hints
As suggested earlier in Equation 3.4.4 of Section 3.4.4, we then test the following hypotheses
using the proposed methodology. This resembles experimental control, to see if the test can
detect the non-causal relationship between Xt and Zt. Table 3.4, like Table 3.2 above, shows
the estimated probabilities of being in the given regime, condition on the behaviour of an
independent (in this case) time series Zt.
Grid ρ1,0 = P (Yt ≤ y∗|Zt ≤ zi) ρ2,0 = P (Yt ≤ y∗|Zt > zi)
1 0.5550 0.5244
2 0.5596 0.5189
3 0.5604 0.5302
4 0.5582 0.5429
5 0.5511 0.5549
6 0.5446 0.5599
7 0.5421 0.5595
8 0.5361 0.5595
9 0.5455 0.5545
10 0.5238 0.5565
ρj,0 0.5476 0.5461
Table 3.4: Probability Raising: Zt and Yt
Interestingly, though subjective, in Table 3.4, one can see some evidence of:
ρi1,0 > ρ
i
2,0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and ρ
i
1,0 < ρ
i
2,0 for i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
for the non-causal processes simulated. Hence, the prospects of probability raising according
to Lemma 1 is questionable in this case. This is what is expected if the proposed method
performs favourably.
Hypotheses: Non-Causal Processes
Seeing that the brief discussion above is informal and subjective, we turn to the formal
hypothesis testing of whether the behaviour of Zt raises the likeliness of Yt being in a certain
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state.
H0 : P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Zt ≤ zi) = P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Zt > zi), that is, Zt does not cause Yt
Ha : P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Zt ≤ zi) 6= P (Yt ≤ y
∗|Zt > zi), that is, Zt causes Yt
Test results: Non-Causal Processes
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.1063 0.0005∗ 0.3421 0.7255 0.0246∗
2 0.0544 0.1107 0.2344 0.9448 0.6857
3 0.1675 0.1755 0.8034 0.6455 0.6226
4 0.5227 0.9601 0.1405 0.4902 0.9263
5 0.7695 0.4981 0.0084∗ 0.0247∗ 0.1538
6 0.4693 0.8662 0.0769 0.2301 0.5813
7 0.4860 0.9034 0.8637 0.3487 0.9461
8 0.3575 0.9558 0.1772 0.6352 0.3885
9 0.9034 0.2094 0.0244∗ 0.0935 0.0994
10 0.1582 0.1187 0.0675 0.0258∗ 0.3565
p 0.3995 0.4798 0.2739 0.4164 0.4785
η 0 1 2 2 1
Table 3.5: Test Results p-values - H0 : Zt Causes Yt
Evidently, at the simulated lag of causality, k = 0, there is no significance when α = 0.05.
Owing to the dense grid, as suggested earlier, there is some existence of false, causality
alarms; italicised in Table 3.5. Purely independent time series might well have some proba-
bility raising which is random in nature, even as the proposed methodology is probabilistic
in nature. This report will attempt to draw some practical inference from these false alarms,
wherein the null hypothesis is rejected while there is no causality present. Chapter 4 will
consider this.
3.5.2 Lagged Transition Probability Raising
In a practical setup, the causal processes to be analysed typically exhibit delayed effects of
causes on the observed, mean-switching process. For example, in the econometric analysis of
determinants or causes of business cycle behaviour, lagged economic indicators typically con-
tain useful causal information. For an observed regime-switching effect process, one would
expect that the realizations oscillate around the current mean for some time until the causal
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series sends a regime-switch signal, which will effectuate the change of mean. To this end,
the processes usually have some causal memory.
Therefore, the instantaneous analysis of probabilistic causality articulated above needs to be
modified to accommodate the possible delay in causation. It is of practical importance that
we test the performance of the proposed methodology for some typical causality simulations.
Table 3.6 below illustrates the p-values for both causal processes and non-causal processes,
at lag 2.
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.5584 0.3819 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.3768 0.5888 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.4492 0.0395 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.9464 0.0457 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.6443 0.6412 0.0000 0.0034 0.0001
6 0.4822 0.7028 0.0000 0.0223 0.0006
7 0.3771 0.9412 0.0000 0.2490 0.0676
8 0.7065 0.8958 0.0001 0.2742 0.0034
9 0.9600 0.7575 0.0064 0.6807 0.5384
10 0.8531 0.4016 0.0003 0.6988 0.7186
p 0.6354 0.5396 0.0007 0.1928 0.1329
η 0 2 10 6 7
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.0404∗ 0.0232 0.4879 0.0202∗ 0.7440
2 0.9091 0.6177 0.1606 0.0094∗ 0.5570
3 0.8503 0.7819 0.9789 0.5896 0.7643
4 0.0980 0.7755 0.4861 0.1678 0.3916
5 0.0819 0.4099 0.1180 0.2434 0.2988
6 0.0478∗ 0.0779 0.0013∗ 0.0008∗ 0.0239∗
7 0.1450 0.0299∗ 0.0015∗ 0.0001∗ 0.0109∗
8 0.1448 0.0620 0.0010∗ 0.0005∗ 0.0104∗
9 0.0571∗ 0.0024∗ 0.0001∗ 0.0000∗ 0.0379∗
10 0.0070∗ 0.0003∗ 0.0003∗ 0.0003∗ 0.5086
p 0.2381 0.2781 0.2236 0.1032 0.3347
η 4 3 5 7 4
Table 3.6: p-values - H0 : Xt−2 Causes Yt (a - Left), H0 : Zt−2 Causes Yt (b - Right)
Considering Table 3.6 (a), the test typically detects the presence of the causality simulated.
The average p-values for the ten subintervals into which the causal series is divided into,
is lowest at lag 2. In addition, all the probability-raising tests performed at lag 2 manifest
strong statistical significance, which is “causal” in this context.
Nonetheless, for the control experiment, Table 3.6 (b) illustrates quite a number of rejections
of the non-causality null hypothesis. This is purely random. Favourably, none of the average
p-values suggest the presence of causation, at α = 5% from Zt−2 to Yt. In other words, there
is no evidence that Zt is causing Yt at lag 2. This is desirable, seeing that Yt and Zt are
purely independent processes.
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Therefore, considering the possibility of false rejections of the global non-causation hypoth-
esis through using the number of individual rejections over all the grid points (η) only, we
should consider the average p-value as well. The motivation here is that even though η = 7
(70% of the tests) at lag 3 in the control experiment, the average p-value is not significant
∀ α∗ < 10.32%, where α∗ is the global significance level.
Table 3.7 illustrates the typical outcomes of using the proposed test to detect delayed causal-
ity at lag 3.
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.0856 0.0000 0.0114 0.0001 0.0001
2 0.8672 0.0971 0.6252 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.1490 0.8096 0.8133 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.6795 0.6492 0.6127 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.6913 0.3068 0.2870 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.3459 0.6234 0.8598 0.0000 0.0028
7 0.1488 0.7730 0.6561 0.0000 0.0036
8 0.1155 0.6520 0.6716 0.0000 0.0442
9 0.1559 0.5752 0.1699 0.0000 0.6264
10 0.0001 0.0038 0.0041 0.0000 0.0008
p 0.3239 0.4490 0.4711 0.0000 0.0678
η 1 2 2 10 9
Grid Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 0.3873 0.1722 0.0186∗ 0.0001∗ 0.0209∗
2 0.3166 0.4133 0.2714 0.0463∗ 0.0490∗
3 0.9311 0.5525 0.7265 0.9107 0.3625
4 0.2051 0.3418 0.5856 0.8892 0.1345
5 0.3363 0.6263 0.4817 0.6216 0.9861
6 0.7456 0.7394 0.5677 0.8673 0.8280
7 0.7309 0.8571 0.6839 0.4473 0.4662
8 0.9633 0.7707 0.2330 0.6424 0.4120
9 0.8350 0.5537 0.9861 0.3426 0.0018∗
10 0.6457 0.0884 0.4024 0.4152 0.0000∗
p 0.6097 0.5115 0.4957 0.5183 0.3261
η 0 0 1 2 4
Table 3.7: p-values - H0 : Xt−3 Causes Yt (a - Left), H0 : Zt−3 Causes Yt (b - Right)
Evidently, the probability-raising test at lag 3 manifests strong causal significance for all the
individual tests along the grid points. In addition there is some presence of causal memory
at lag 4. The number of rejections at lag 4 is 9 out of 10. However, the average p-value
seems more prudent than the number of rejections in this case. Using the average p value,
causal memory at lag 4 may only be confirmed at α > 6.78%.
Seeing that the average p-value seems to be a more robust determinant of causal inference
than the number of rejections, consider Figure 3.2 which illustrates (for the simulations in
Tables 3.6 and 3.7) the average p-values for k=2 and k=3, respectively.
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(a) k = 2 (b) k = 3
Figure 3.2: Average p-values: Causal and Non-Causal Simulations
3.6 Practical Implications
It goes without mentioning that explication of instantaneous causality is of little practical
significance. One can say that instantaneous analysis can only be retrospect in nature and
hence adds little, if any, value to forecasting and other planning endeavours.
3.6.1 Causality Lag
The illustrations above are rather simplistic. The lag size that one would typically consider
in macro-econometric scenarios, for example, could be in a range from 1 to 12. Indicators of
business cycle activity could be monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and so on. Nonetheless,
this could be an aggregation concern; hence one could adapt the practical setup to the use
of smaller lags. Testing the ability of the probability-raising methodology to detect causal
relevance at higher lags will be considered in future studies.
3.6.2 Negative Time Precedence
The possibility of introducing a negative lag, that would possibly be used for the detection
of causes that occur after their effects, could also be considered in future studies. The
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practical importance of such analysis is disputable, seeing that causal inference is typically
of forecasting, and not back-casting significance. Theoretically, this can be seen as negative
time precedence and the philosophical discussions around this principle include the notion
of the “arrow of time”, which will not be discussed in this work.
3.6.3 Non-Binary Domains
The methodology assumed a two-regime effect process. In practice, the observed series
whose behaviour is to be attributed to another series could manifest more than two states.
Suppose the effect process has three means, we suggest the extension of the method proposed
(Equation 3.1, specifically) by using three subsets in the probability-raising computations.
The defining characteristic is the mutual exclusivity of the effect realization subsets and the
same idea could be extended to suit the nature of the data generating mechanism.
3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter proposed random variable Good’s causality definitions, as well as methodology
upon how to use Good’s theory of causality in a practical, non-stationary setting. These
causality definitions were adopted from Good’s theory of causality via a transformation by
the use of the cumulative distribution function.
Subsequently, the proposed random variable causality definitions were extended onto the
non-stationary, regime-switching domain, though partitioning the observations of the effect
process into two subsets, assuming a two-state mean-switching effect data generating pro-
cess. Accordingly, the research proposed a formal method of testing these definitions through
formal statistical hypotheses. The test suggested is probabilistic in nature, building on the
ideology of causes raising the probability of their effects. The test statistic derives from the
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classical probability equivalence test of population proportions.
The researcher conducted simulations and probability-raising computations, summarising
the test results which showed evidence of the test ability to detect the causality simulated,
and provide information on non-causation in the case of independent processes. The results
presented are rather typical outcomes of simulating the causal and control experiments for
the parameter specification assumed. Although these were not strictly “results”, the same
serve well the purpose of initial methodological validation.
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Chapter 4
Robustness and Practical Propositions
Robustness:“A characteristic describing a model’s, test’s or system’s ability to effectively
perform while its variables or assumptions are altered” Investopedia
4.1 Introduction
Before recommending the use of a certain tool, it is necessary to define the strengths and
limitations of the tool clearly. It is with such methodological delimitation that all the as-
sumptions should be clarified. Like any measuring rod, ascertaining the length of the measure
is critically important before one uses the same to measure other phenomena.
This chapter analyses the strength and scope of the proposed method in Section 4.2. Conse-
quently, Section 4.3 proposes the practical steps to be followed when testing causality between
a potential causal series and the observed regime-switching process and some application-
based test considerations are given in Section 4.4.
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4.2 Robustness
The analysis of the robustness of the proposed method is divided into two phases: (i) using
the average p-values, and (ii) using the number of rejections for the individual tests over
the grid points. Using the average p-values, Section 4.2.1 presents the parameter intervals
for which the test is valid. Section 4.2.2, researches the approach of threshold number of
rejections is researched. These two aspects will be combined in a practical proposal of
using the proposed methodology towards testing regime-switching causality in a practical
framework, in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Parameter Adjustments
In Section 3.5, the report briefly presented some typical outcomes one would expect when
employing the methodology proposed in this study to test regime-switching probability rais-
ing. However, the parameters were favourably fixed for initial validation purposes. The
standard deviation of the errors (σ), the regime means (µ0 and µ1) and the mean rever-
sion parameter (φ1), for example, were set such that the two states of the simulated regime
switching process do not overlap.
The goal of this section is to draw inference on the delimitation of the suggested methodology
after relaxing the simplistic parameter specifications of Section 3.4.4. Accordingly, testing
the validity of the tool proposed when regime-switching is not clearly visible is one of the
objectives. The attainment of this objective would be a desirable characteristic of robustness.
In response to Granger’s question, causality has to do with the underlying data generating
process. It is important to note that data evolutionary patterns are not always visible in
practice.
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Error Variability and Mean Proximity
Figure 4.1 shows how the standard deviation of the disturbances influences the jaggedness
of the effect process. Particularly, the overlapping of the two regimes in Yt is a function of
σ in relation to the difference between µ0 and µ1.
In Sub-figures 4.1 (a) and (b), regime-switching is visible; given µ0 = 2, µ1 = 3 and N = 1100.
While there is little visual evidence of regime-switching in Sub-figure 4.1 (c), Sub-figures 4.1
(d) and (e) appear to be very jagged and random in nature. Although one can almost say for
σ ≥ 0.3, the effect process appear random, the analysis of causation in such cases remains
practically important. Hence, the test suggested is used with the increasing disturbance
variability to see how the ability to detect causality is affected by σ, ceteris paribus - all
other things unchanged.
Consider Figure 4.2, which illustrates the average p-values over the grid-points for the sim-
ulated causal and non-causal processes (Xt and Yt) and (Zt and Yt), respectively. Having
simulated the causality at lag 2, the average p-values manifest causal significance between
the causal processes at the simulated lag of causality. This is true for σ ≤ 0.4 as shown by
Sub-figures 4.2 (a), (b), (c) and (d). Sub-figure 4.2 (e) illustrates that, ceteris paribus, the
proposed method will not be able to detect the simulated causality if σ > 0.4, given the
length of the series.
Theoretically, increasing the standard deviation would have the same effect as reducing the
difference between the two means µ0 and µ1. Effectively, this can be seen as re-scaling,
hence we will not consider the adjustment of the two means. Importantly, the proposed
method could detect causality until σ = 0.4 with other parameters remaining fixed. Having
µ0 = 2 and µ1 = 3, we have the following mean-variance empirical, scaling relationship:
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σ ≤ 2
5
|µ0 − µ1|, derived assuming that all the other parameters are fixed.
(a) St and Yt, σ = 0.1 (b) St and Yt, σ = 0.2
(c) St and Yt, σ = 0.3 (d) St and Yt, σ = 0.4
(e) St and Yt, σ = 0.5
Figure 4.1: State and Effect Process with the Disturbance Standard Error, σ
.
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(a) σ = 0.1 (b) σ = 0.2
(c) σ = 0.3 (d) σ = 0.4
(e) σ = 0.5
Figure 4.2: Test Sensitivity on the Disturbance Standard Error, σ
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Mean Reversion
With all other parameters fixed at the initial values of Section 3.4.4, this section considers
the sensitivity of the proposed method to the mean reversion parameter φ1. The proposed
method seems independent of the mean reversion parameter for all φ1 < 0.9. For 0.9 ≤ φ1 ≤
1, (ceteris paribus) the effect process becomes a random walk with constant drift even as
the simulations confirm that for φ1 = 1, the test cannot detect the causality. Hence, we will
not be studying causality under this specification, where regime-switching is not evident.
Theoretically, from Equation 3.2 we have
yt = yt−1 + µst − µst−1 + σet if φ1 = 1.
Figure 4.3 below replicates the state and effect with process, φ1 = 1, five times. The effect
time series almost mimics the random walk for all five simulations. However, one can see
that there is some evidence of mean switching embedded in some random trend. Interest-
ingly, a future prospect of this observation is to relate the case of φ = 1 to business cycle
regime-switching along an increasing trend of economic activity.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the average p-values for the simulations above, when the reversion
parameter is set at 1, ceteris paribus. Indeed the shortcoming of using the proposed method-
ology in the case when φ = 1 in the causal model adopted is evidentlymanifest. These typical
results were reported for the interest of delimiting the applicability of the test suggested.
4.2.2 Threshold, Global Rejection Analysis
The results presented in Section 3.5 are for individual tests performed as the lag of the
causality simulation evolves. We now consider M replications of the causal, and control
experiments at a single lag, k∗. The idea here is to determine the distribution of the missed
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(a) Simulation 1: St and Yt, φ1 = 1 (b) Simulation 2: St and Yt, φ1 = 1
(c) Simulation 3: St and Yt, φ1 = 1 (d) Simulation 4: St and Yt, φ1 = 1
(e) Simulation 5: St and Yt, φ1 = 1
Figure 4.3: State and Effect Process, with φ1 = 1
alarms and the false alarms. Concluding that there is causality while there is no causation
denotes a false alarm. The researcher interprets this as the false rejection of the global null
hypothesis, which states that the suspect time series does not cause the effect series.
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(a) Simulation 1: φ1 = 1 (b) Simulation 2: φ1 = 1
(c) Simulation 3: φ1 = 1 (d) Simulation 4: φ1 = 1
(e) Simulation 5: φ1 = 1
Figure 4.4: Test Robustness, for φ1 = 1
Likewise, inferring that the two processes have no causal relationship, while one of them
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actually causes the other resembles a missed alarm. In our simulations, we did see that both
types of inference errors are present: the rejection of H0 while there is no causality (Type I)
and the accepting of H0 when there was in fact a causal relationship (Type II). Attention is
awarded to the analysis of the Type I error for the wider causality hypothesis test between
the two processes of interest. We call this overall test the global test.
By combining the test results obtained in all grid points into one parameter, we can set a
threshold value (η∗) for the number of p-values, which call for the rejection or acceptance of
the null hypothesis. Ideally, one would want to express this as a percentage of rejections or
acceptance in the individual tests that make up the global causality test in question. The
optimal threshold may be identified through replicated simulations.
Importantly, the selection of the threshold number of rejections η∗ for global causation in-
ference depends on the distribution of η in the control experiment in relation to the global
significance level, α∗. Seeing that for non-causal processes the researcher knows with cer-
tainty that Zt does not cause Yt, the distribution of number of individual rejections for these
processes suggest the possibility of false inference on global causation.
Table 4.1 summaries a typical distribution of the number of rejections η for the non-causal
processes when the parameters of the causal model are set as specified in Section 3.4.4.
η 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8∗ 9 10
Frequency 8 34 35 34 17 9 5 2 3 3 0
Percentage 5.33 22.67 23.33 22.67 11.33 6 3.33 1.33 2 2 0
Table 4.1: Summary: Number of Rejections for Non-Causal Processes
Table 4.2 elaborates the distribution of η, given in Table 4.1. Figure 4.5 shows a histogram of
the results from Table 4.2, summarised in Table 4.1. As expected, the number of rejections
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for the non-causal experiments simulated is positively skewed.
Sim Lag Sim Lag Sim Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4 ↓ 0 1 2 3 4 ↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 3 1 3 4 3 11 1 7 6 2 2 21 2 4 2 0 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 1 3 3 22 9∗ 7 9∗ 5 2
3 2 1 4 4 2 13 0 3 3 3 2 23 3 8∗ 9∗ 8∗ 2
4 4 2 4 5 3 14 2 1 1 1 1 24 3 2 3 3 3
5 4 2 4 2 0 15 1 1 1 1 2 25 2 3 2 0 2
6 3 3 4 6 1 16 2 5 4 4 3 26 2 3 3 1 1
7 2 2 2 3 2 17 2 1 4 2 2 27 1 1 3 3 3
8 1 0 3 3 6 18 1 2 1 5 6 28 3 1 3 2 2
9 3 3 3 2 5 19 5 3 6 1 3 29 1 0 1 5 1
10 4 4 4 3 4 20 8∗ 5 5 2 0 30 2 1 1 4 0
η
Table 4.2: Distribution of the Number of Rejections for Non-Causal Processes
Figure 4.5: Distribution of the Number of Rejections for Non-Causal Processes
For the global causality test, one can see that selecting η∗ = 8 for α∗ = 5% is optimal in
this case. This would mean that the global null hypothesis (non-causality) is only rejected
if, at a specific lag, at least 8 out of 10 of the tests for each grid point manifest individ-
ual causal test significance. Having 5 lags per simulation for 30 simulations, we consider
150 scenarios for the non-causal processes. Here we consider all the lags for the replica-
tions because there is no causality between Zt−k and Yt ∀ k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. In other words all
the number of rejections in Table 4.2 are available for the threshold analysis of non-causation.
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Out of 150 scenarios, we have 6 false alarms in this experiment. These are marked by the as-
terisks in Table 4.2, and are represented by the light brown shade on the histogram in Figure
4.5 and their relative frequency is in bold in Table 4.1. Accordingly, the global non-causality
(from Zt to Yt) null hypothesis will only be incorrectly rejected 4% of the times, in relative
terms. The logic behind this argument is that on average, at most 4% of the non-spurious
causality alarms (from Xt to Yt) will be missed, assuming that Zt does not have any causal
information of Yt.
Now, consider Table 4.3 which illustrates, for the causal processes, the typical distribution
of η when the parameters of the causal model are set as specified in Section 3.4.4.
Sim Lag Sim Lag Sim Lag
↓ 0 1 2 3 4 ↓ 0 1 2 3 4 ↓ 0 1 2 3 4
1 10 9 10 10 10 11 0 2 10 10 10 21 3 3 8 6 1
2 1 3 7∗ 6 7 12 2 3 7∗ 5 5 22 4 3 8 4 4
3 3 1 10 10 10 13 1 1 9 9 8 23 1 1 10 10 4
4 1 2 10 10 9 14 1 0 8 8 5 24 3 2 10 10 10
5 7 6 10 7 4 15 2 2 8 4 3 25 2 2 9 8 9
6 8 6 10 10 10 16 0 0 9 10 10 26 1 4 10 10 3
7 0 2 8 5 6 17 6 6 7∗ 7 0 27 2 3 10 9 5
8 7 7 4∗ 4 3 18 0 4 10 10 10 28 6 3 8 9 9
9 1 0 9 9 8 19 5 9 10 10 10 29 1 1 10 8 4
10 0 2 10 10 10 20 1 3 10 10 8 30 2 3 10 10 5
η
Table 4.3: Distribution of the Number of Rejections for Causal Processes
Seeing that the causality is simulated at lag 2, we only consider the number of rejections
corresponding to this lag, for the 30 replications. For the causal simulations, we will miss
4 out of 30 alarms, as indicated by asterisks for Simulations 2, 8, 7, and 17 at lag 2 in
Table 4.3. Hence, of all the 30 causal alarms, the missed alarms would amount to 7.5% in
this experiment. Although the global rejection criteria would have been based on α∗ = 5%,
(4%, to be specific), 7.5% times the test would not have been able to detect the causality sim-
ulated. The additional 3.5% could be attributed to the sampling error and the probabilistic
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nature of the test.
4.3 Causality Testing - A Practical Setting
Given a practical regime-switching setup such as the one illustrated in Section 2.5.2, this
section proposes the methodology one may use for causality testing. Unlike in the case of
simulations wherein the researcher can play the role of nature, when confronted with causal
questions, causal analysts typically do not have the liberty of knowing the data generating
process. Hence, the distribution and parameters of the underlying data evolutionary mech-
anism are unknown and inherently complex.
Assuming a practical scenario satisfying the methodological scope defined in this study,
this section proposes the steps an analyst might take to unveil regime-switching cause-effect
relationships, by employing the method suggested and validated through the simulations
above.
4.3.1 Step 1: Setup the Observations
For simplicity, suppose that one observes two processes {Xt, Yt}. Given the regime-switching
effect process observed, the selection of Xt may be done through theoretical considerations
and expert knowledge. Although not really discussed in this study, the dataset principle is
a very important one in causality testing. If one selects only two processes into the dataset
ψ = {Xt, Yt}, causal inference between Xt and Yt is made by assuming that all of the neces-
sary causal information between the two processes is contained in ψ.
In addition, it is recommended that the number of grids n be determined at this stage.
For an optimal selection of n, one should consider the sample size N . Effectively, for every
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estimated probability, the number of points in each interval will determine the estimation
error. Intuitively, the better the probabilities of Yt condition on Xt are estimated, the more
robust the probability raising methodology proposed in this study should be.
4.3.2 Step 2: Full Characterisation of Potential Cause
Given the data of the effect and the “suspect” time series, the researcher usually does not
know anything about each process. It is necessary to “characterise” the potential processes
fully. In other words, the underlying data generating process of the of the “suspect” series
may then be unveiled for analysis, by establishing the corresponding distribution and all the
underlying properties.
The parallel procedure here could be testing for regime-switching in the effect process. The
simulations, as illustrated in Figure 4.1 did suggest that regime switching in the effect time
series might not always be seen visually. Hence, ascertaining if Yt is really a mean-switching
process may not be done visually only. It is recommended that formal tests of mean-switching
be performed on the observed effect series.
4.3.3 Step 3: Replication of the Potential Cause
Having fully characterised the potential causal series Xt, we suggest that the researcher
replicates at least 30 samples of identical processes Z i
∗
t , i
∗ = 1, 2, 3, ...,M ≥ 30. The object
of this step is to play the role of nature and use the information on non-causality to define
and test whether causality is present or not. Technically, these processes are independent of
the suspect time series and therefore do not contain any causal information for the regime-
switching of Yt.
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4.3.4 Step 4: Run the Regime-switching Tests
Having simulated non-causal processes with the same underlying characteristics as the po-
tential cause Xt, the researcher suggests that one runs the regime-switching probability
raising tests for each Z i
∗
t . Formally, the tests will be conducted on the null hypotheses:
H0 : Z
i∗
t−k causes Yt, i
∗ = 1, 2, 3, ... ≥ 30.
To choose the size of the lag ,k∗, theoretical considerations and the practical experience of
the analyst(s) may well be used. For example, in the econometric analysis of business cycle
causality issues, macro-economic theory on business cycle indicators could provide the lags
to consider in the causal model. Nonetheless, the choice of k∗ is rather an empirical exercise
and this also opens a scenario specific avenue for further research.
4.3.5 Step 5: Select the Threshold Rejection Limit
One can then establish the distribution of the number of rejections η for the non-causal
processes Yt and Z
i∗
t . Seeing that each Z
i∗
t has no causal information for Yt, it is expected
that the distribution of η will be skewed to the right. The procedure to follow is the one
adopted in Section 4.2.2. The idea here is to select, optimally, the threshold number of
rejections η∗, condition on the global significance level α∗, based on the trade-off between
the two parameters.
4.3.6 Step 6: Test for Causality
Now, having the threshold rejection limit and the global significance level optimally specified,
the researcher can perform the causality test for the suspect series and the observed regime
switching process, based on the formal proposal made in Section 3.3. Causal inference is
therefore based on the threshold number of rejections. At the specified global significance
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level, causality is only inferred if the η ≥ η∗ and this inference will be associated with a
significance level of α∗.
The researcher also suggests considering the average p-values, in relation to Conjecture 1 in
Section 3.2.2. In other words, it is expected that there will be some causal memory if the
processes being studied have some causal relevance. This could be used together with expert
judgements in terms of the perceived length of causal memory, which will not be the same
for every scenario.
4.4 Practical Considerations
4.4.1 Data Intensity
The applicability of the probability-raising test depends on the estimation of the conditional
probabilities over the grid points. The more data-points one has in each interval, the more
accurate one is able to estimate the probabilities accurately, according to the classical sta-
tistical theory. To this end, the method is data intensive and practical situations where the
analyst does not have the privilege of enormous data available are not difficult to imagine.
4.4.2 Model Assumptions
The assumption that the variability is maintained from one regime to another might not
be very practical. Having adopted the mean-switching theoretical specification of regime-
switching, the study did not consider the possibility of regime-switch in variance. In practice,
the data generating mechanism could be mean and variance switching concurrently, such that
the variability of the effect series would depend on the state process.
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Besides, residuals from the normal distribution were used in the analysis. It would be
worthwhile to see how the method performs given non-normality in the disturbance term.
Parsimoniously, the duration that the effect process stays in one state was also simulated to
be more or less equal. In practical cases, the regime duration could differ significantly such
that the one regime could be prolonged and the other will be shorter.
4.5 Chapter Summary
Initially, the chapter considered the strength of the proposed test to adjustments of param-
eters. Only the parameters of major practical interest were considered. It was seen that the
variability of the disturbance term determines the quality of the proposed test. In partic-
ular, the relation between the range of the two means (assuming a two-state process), and
the variance of the errors do influence the power of the test.
The mean reversion parameter seems not to have any impact on the quality of the method-
ology proposed for φ1 < 0.9. However, it was seen that as this parameter rapidly approaches
1, the strength of the test to detect regime-switching causality is immensely compromised,
and therefore consequently seen as a potential area of further research seeing that the process.
Taking on the philosophical approach of defining causation in terms of non-causality, the se-
lection of the optimal threshold number of rejections for global causal inference was analysed,
through 30 replications of non-causal processes for which the distribution of the number of
rejections was established. In addition, practical procedures in implementing the proposed
test were outlined, showing that there is a tradeoff between the threshold number of rejec-
tions and the global significance level.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks and
Recommendations
“Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter ...” Ecclesiastes 12:13
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
Firstly, the research showed that the analysis of causality is critically important and hence,
studying causation in time series is imperative. Of particular interest was the regime-
switching class of time series, discussing the theoretical underpinnings. It was found that
probability-raising definitions might be generalised onto a time series framework to detect
regime-switching causality.
Simulations were used to test the validity of the definitions as adopted to a mean-switching
domain. The researcher replicated these simulations to ascertain the robustness of the pro-
posed definitions, showing that under a wide range of circumstances, the proposed method-
ology works well. The research also outlined practical steps to follow in using the proposed
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causality analysis method.
5.2 Research Limitations and Recommendations
This study is not the without limitations. The research design was principally simulation
based. To this end, the researcher did not perform an application of the test proposed in
this study. However, the research problem was application driven. Seeing that this research
was inherently methodological, it goes without saying that the first port of call for future
research could be to use the proposed method in for typical practical application.
5.2.1 Technometric Applications
The methodology proposed in this study may be used in forecasting machine failures in
reliability analysis. Supposing that, in a technical system, the likeliness of a machine failing
conditionally on one of the other variables in that system can be calculated. The idea
of probability raising, as adopted onto a regime-switching framework, could be used for
causality detection in this case. As such, this would help inform the decision-making process.
5.2.2 Econometric Applications
In an econometric setup, the proposed method bears some potential to complement the other
approaches used to date the business cycle. Contributing towards the prediction of economic
crises and booms would resemble significant impact of research endeavours. Given the non-
stationary business cycle framework, causal econometrics could benefit from a method, pos-
sibly used to detect causation in the evolutionary patterns of the gross domestic product.
One can argue that by using a cause to forecast its effect, economic policy on a effect phe-
nomenon may be advised by the causal information contained in the causes. As an example,
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regime-switching probability-raising may be used to determine the causes of economic growth
or decline in a retrospect manner. Prospectively, the causes established from such analysis
can then be used in setting up economic growth policy.
5.2.3 Other Applications
Further, the regime-switching causality test proposed could contribute to the causal tools
used in the analysis of ground-water regimes, where the principle approach used is the Barry
and Hartigan Bayesian change point algorithm. Bio-statistical applications of the method-
ology might include the systolic-diastolic blood pressure analysis wherein regime-switching
is also evident. Articulating causality in such domains is prevalently imperative.
However, in all the applications to consider, adapting the test to the particular scenarios
will be imperative. While the fundamental idea will remain probability raising, some as-
pects of the test such as the lag of causality and the underlying process in the regimes of
the effect process might have to be adjusted. This stands as the fore-object of future analysis.
Moreover, in doing these applications, one might find out that the effect time series might
have more than two states, say ns. In this context, the proposed method would require
that the number of sets into which the realizations of the effect series are partitioned to be
increased from 2 to ns. The implications of such adaptation to the robustness of the test
might have to be analysed as well.
5.3 Final Remarks
The study also proposes that future studies consider the possibility of confounding or spu-
rious causality where one would want to establish if the causal relations are not simply
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associations. Using one of the main statistical causality approaches as briefly cited by Cox
[8], association is causal if and only if it cannot be explained away by any other information.
Such considerations could include Simpson’s paradox, the common cause principle, and in-
tervening variables. Although some of these issues are at the pivot of philosophical causality
deliberations, their practical implications could be of great significance.
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Appendix: Causality Simulations in 
Mathematica
SetDirectory["C:\\Users\\Farai\\Documents\\Academic\\WSPE500\\Writeup"];
Process Generation
mu0 = 2;
mu1 = 3;
p1 = 0.9;
fi = 0.8;
p = {{p0, 1 - p0}, {1 - p1, p1}};
mu[s_] := If[s ⩵ 0, mu0, mu1];
n = 1100;
sig = 0.1;
e = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, sig], n];
s = p0 = u = Table[0, {n + 1}];
x = Table[mu[0], {n}];
y = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
y1 = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
lag = 2;
For[i = 2 + lag, i ≤ n, i++,
u[[i]] = RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]] = CDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], y[[i - lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] ≤ p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] > p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 1]; (*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] ≤ p1), s[[i]] = 1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] > p1), s[[i]] = 0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]] = mu[s[[i]]] + fi * (x[[i - 1]] - mu[s[[i - 1]]]) + e[[i]];(*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
ListPlot[{x, s(*,y*)}, PlotStyle → {Brown, Green, Blue}, PlotRange → All,
PlotLegends → Placed[{"Effect Process", "State Process", "Cause"}, Below],
AxesLabel → {"Time", "Process"}(*,Filling→Axis*), Joined → True]
ListLinePlot[p0];
x1 = Select[x, # < midrange[x] &];
x2 = Select[x, # > midrange[x] &];
ci[x_] := Module[{m, x1, x2, l1, l2, critx1, critx2},
m = Mean[x];
x1 = Sort[Select[x, # < m &]];
x2 = Sort[Select[x, # > m &]];
l1 = Length[x1];
l2 = Length[x2];
critx1 = Round[l1 * 0.05];
critx2 = Round[l2 * 0.05];{x1[[critx1 + 1]], x2[[-critx2 - 1]]}]
Grid/Interval Computations
gn[x_] := Round[Length[x] / 100];(*number of observations for grind interval should be around 100*)
dy[y_] := (Max[y] - Min[y]) / gn[y];
midrange[x_] := Mean[{Max[x], Min[x]}];
yg[y_] := Table[Min[y] + i * dy[y], {i, 1, gn[y] - 1}];
lagged[x_, y_, l_] := {Drop[x, l], Drop[y, -l]}
Probability Computations
probabilities[x_, y_, l_] := Module[{x11, y11, xx, yy},{xx, yy} = lagged[x, y, l];
Transpose[{Table[Probability[x11 > midrange[xx]  y11 > yg[yy][[i]],{x11, y11}  Transpose[{xx, yy}]] // N, {i, 1, gn[yy] - 1}],
Table[Probability[x11 > midrange[xx]  y11 <= yg[yy][[i]],{x11, y11}  Transpose[{xx, yy}]] // N, {i, 1, gn[yy] - 1}]}]](*Survival function type of probability raising definition specification*)
probabilities1[x_, y_, l_] := Module[{x11, y11, xx, yy, xx1, xx2, ci1, ci2},{xx, yy} = lagged[x, y, l];
xx1 = Sort[Select[xx, # < midrange[xx] &]];
xx2 = Sort[Select[xx, # > midrange[xx] &]];
ci1 = ci[xx1];
ci2 = ci[xx2];
Transpose[{Table[Probability[ci1[[1]] < x11 < ci1[[2]]  y11 <= yg[yy][[i]],{x11, y11}  Transpose[{xx, yy}]] // N, {i, 1, gn[yy] - 1}],
Table[Probability[ci1[[1]] < x11 < ci1[[2]]  y11 > yg[yy][[i]],{x11, y11}  Transpose[{xx, yy}]] // N, {i, 1, gn[yy] - 1}]}]](*Survival function type of probability raising definition specification*)
TableForm[{probabilities[x, y, 0], probabilities1[x, y, 5]}];
TeXForm[Transpose[{probabilities[x, y1, 0], probabilities[x, y1, 1],
probabilities[x, y1, 2], probabilities[x, y1, 3], probabilities[x, y1, 4]}]];
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Good’s Causality Tests
z[n1_, n2_, p1_, p2_] := Module[{p},
p = (p1 * n1 + p2 * n2) / (n1 + n2);(p1 - p2) / Sqrt[p * (1 - p) * (1 / n1 + 1 / n2)]]
proptest[n1_, n2_, p1_, p2_, print_] := Module[{p, zstat, pval},
zstat = z[n1, n2, p1, p2];(*pval=Round[(1-CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],Abs[zstat]])*2,0.0001];*)
pval = (1 - CDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], Abs[zstat]]) * 2;
If[print ⩵ 1,
If[pval > 0.05, Print["Do not reject p1=p2"], Print["Reject p1=p2"]];
Print[pval]];
pval]
(*For[i=1,i≤gn[y]-1,i++,
proptest[n,n,probabilities[x,y,0][[i,1]],probabilities[x,y,0][[i,2]],0]]*)
(*For[i=1,i≤gn[y]-1,i++,
proptest[n,n,probabilities[x,y,5][[i,1]],probabilities[x,y,5][[i,2]],0]];*)
TableForm[pvaltable = Table[pvalue[i, j] =
proptest[n - 10, n - 10, probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 2]],
0], {i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 4}]];
TableForm[pvaltable1 = Table[pvalue[i, j] = proptest[n - 10, n - 10,
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 2]],
0], {i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 4}]];
(*TeXForm[pvaltable]
TeXForm[pvaltable1]*)
meanpvalatlag[i_, k1_, k2_, a_] := Mean[Drop[Drop[Sort[a[[All, i]]], k1], -k2]]
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtable = Transpose[{Table[i, {i, 0, 4}], Table[meanpvalatlag[i, 0, 0, pvaltable], {i, 1, 5}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrol = Transpose[{Table[i, {i, 0, 4}], Table[meanpvalatlag[i, 0, 0, pvaltable1], {i, 1, 5}]}]];(*TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablenew=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,4}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltablenew],{i,1,5}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrolnew=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,4}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltablenew1],{i,1,5}]}]];*)
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ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable, meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},
PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange}, Filling → {1 → {2}},
AxesLabel → {"Lag", "Average p-value"},
PlotLegends → Placed[{"Causal p-values", "Noncausal p-values"}, Below],
PlotLabel → "Lagged Test Results at lag 2", Frame → False, Mesh → Full];(*Export["avepvaluesatlag.jpg",ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},PlotStyle→{Blue,Orange},
Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→Placed[{"Causal p-values","Noncausal p-values"},Below],
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Results",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]]*)(*ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtablenew,meanpvalatlagtablecontrolnew},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]*)
(*For[iii=1,iii≤ 5,iii++,*)
mu0 = 2;
mu1 = 3;
p1 = 0.9;
fi = 0.8;
p = {{p0, 1 - p0}, {1 - p1, p1}};
nn = 1; (* number of repeats *)
result = Table[0, {nn}];
sl = 0.05;
For[ii = 1, ii ≤ nn, ii++,
n = 1100;
sig = 0.1;
e = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, sig], n];
s = p0 = u = Table[0, {n + 1}];
x = Table[mu[0], {n}];
y = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
y1 = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
lag = 2;
For[i = 2 + lag, i ≤ n, i++,
u[[i]] = RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]] = CDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], y[[i - lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] ≤ p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] > p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] ≤ p1), s[[i]] = 1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] > p1), s[[i]] = 0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]] = mu[s[[i]]] + fi * (x[[i - 1]] - mu[s[[i - 1]]]) + e[[i]];(*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1 = Select[x, # < midrange[x] &];
x2 = Select[x, # > midrange[x] &];
pvaltable = Table[pvalue[i, j] =
proptest[n - 10, n - 10, probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 2]], 0],{i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 10}];{n1, n2} = Dimensions[pvaltable];
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result[[ii]] =
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable[[All, jj]], {{0, sl, 1}}][[1]], {jj, 1, n2}];
Print[ii]];
TableForm[result];(*mu0=2;
mu1=3;
p1=0.9;
fi=0.8;
p={{p0,1-p0},{1-p1,p1}};
nn=4; *)(* number of repeats *)
result1 = Table[0, {nn}];
sl = 0.05;
For[ii = 1, ii ≤ nn, ii++,
n = 1100;
sig = 0.1;
e = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, sig], n];
s = p0 = u = Table[0, {n + 1}];
x = Table[mu[0], {n}];
y = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
y1 = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
lag = 2;
For[i = 2 + lag, i ≤ n, i++,
u[[i]] = RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]] = CDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], y[[i - lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] ≤ p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] > p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] ≤ p1), s[[i]] = 1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] > p1), s[[i]] = 0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]] = mu[s[[i]]] + fi * (x[[i - 1]] - mu[s[[i - 1]]]) + e[[i]];(*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1 = Select[x, # < midrange[x] &];
x2 = Select[x, # > midrange[x] &];
pvaltable1 = Table[pvalue[i, j] =
proptest[n - 10, n - 10, probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 2]], 0],{i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 10}];{n1, n2} = Dimensions[pvaltable];
result1[[ii]] =
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable1[[All, jj]], {{0, sl, 1}}][[1]], {jj, 1, n2}];
Print[ii]];(*meanpvalatlag[i_,k1_,k2_,a_]:=Mean[Drop[Drop[Sort[a[[All,i]]],k1],-k2]]
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtable=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrol=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable1],{i,1,11}]}]];
ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]];
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TableForm[result1]*)
(*For[iii=1,iii≤ 5,iii++,*)
mu0 = 2;
mu1 = 3;
p1 = 0.9;
fi = 0.8;
p = {{p0, 1 - p0}, {1 - p1, p1}};
nn = 30; (* number of repeats *)
result = Table[0, {nn}];
result1 = Table[0, {nn}];
sl = 0.05;
For[ii = 1, ii ≤ nn, ii++,
n = 1100;
sig = 0.1;
e = RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, sig], n];
s = p0 = u = Table[0, {n + 1}];
x = Table[mu[0], {n}];
y = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
y1 = Table[RandomReal[{0, 3}], {n}];
lag = 2;
For[i = 2 + lag, i ≤ n, i++,
u[[i]] = RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]] = CDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], y[[i - lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] ≤ p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 0 && u[[i]] > p0[[i]]), s[[i]] = 1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] ≤ p1), s[[i]] = 1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i - 1]] ⩵ 1 && u[[i]] > p1), s[[i]] = 0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]] = mu[s[[i]]] + fi * (x[[i - 1]] - mu[s[[i - 1]]]) + e[[i]];(*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1 = Select[x, # < midrange[x] &];
x2 = Select[x, # > midrange[x] &];
pvaltable = Table[pvalue[i, j] =
proptest[n - 10, n - 10, probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y, 10], j][[i, 2]],
0], {i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 4}];{n1, n2} = Dimensions[pvaltable];
pvaltable1 = Table[pvalue[i, j] =
proptest[n - 10, n - 10, probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 1]],
probabilities[Drop[x, 10], Drop[y1, 10], j][[i, 2]],
0], {i, 1, gn[x] - 1}, {j, 0, 4}];{n1, n2} = Dimensions[pvaltable];
result[[ii]] =
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable[[All, jj]], {{0, sl, 1}}][[1]], {jj, 1, n2}];
result1[[ii]] = Table[BinCounts[pvaltable1[[All, jj]], {{0, sl, 1}}][[1]],{jj, 1, n2}];
Print[ii]];
TableForm[result];
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TableForm[result1];
TeXForm[result];
h1 = Histogram[Flatten[result1], AxesLabel → {"η", "Frequency"},
PlotLabel → "Distribution of η", ImageSize → Large];
Export["h1.eps", h1];
Sort[Flatten[result1]];
(*TableForm[result1]*)
(*For[iii=1,iii≤ 5,iii++
mu0=2;
mu1=3;
p1=0.9;
fi=0.8;
p={{p0,1-p0},{1-p1,p1}};
nn=3; (* number of repeats *)
result=Table[0,{nn}];
result1=Table[0,{nn}];
sl=0.05;
For[ii =1, ii≤nn,ii++,
n=1100;
sig=0.001;
e=RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0,sig],n];
s=p0=u=Table[0,{n+1}];
x=Table[mu[0],{n}];
y=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
y1=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
lag=2;
For[i=2+lag,i≤n,i++,
u[[i]]=RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i-lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]≤p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]>p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]≤p1),s[[i]]=1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]>p1),s[[i]]=0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]]=mu[s[[i]]]+fi*(x[[i-1]]-mu[s[[i-1]]])+e[[i]](*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1=Select[x,#<midrange[x]&];
x2=Select[x,#>midrange[x]&];
pvaltable=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}];{n1,n2}=Dimensions[pvaltable];
pvaltable1=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}];
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{n1,n2}=Dimensions[pvaltable];
result[[ii]]=
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable[[All,jj]],{{0,sl,1}}][[1]],{jj,1,n2}];
result1[[ii]]=Table[BinCounts[pvaltable1[[All,jj]],{{0,sl,1}}][[1]],{jj,1,n2}];
Print[ii]];
TableForm[result]
TableForm[result1]
Export[StringDrop[StringDrop[ToString[DateList[]],1],-1]<>".csv",result]
Export[StringDrop[StringDrop[ToString[DateList[]],1],-1]<>".csv",result1]
mu0=2;
mu1=3;
p1=0.9;
fi=0.8;
p={{p0,1-p0},{1-p1,p1}};
nn=4; (* number of repeats *)
result1=Table[0,{nn}];
sl=0.03;
For[ii =1, ii≤nn,ii++,
n=1000;
sig=0.1;
e=RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0,sig],n];
s=p0=u=Table[0,{n+1}];
x=Table[mu[0],{n}];
y=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
y1=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
lag=2;
For[i=2+lag,i≤n,i++,
u[[i]]=RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i-lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]≤p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]>p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]≤p1),s[[i]]=1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]>p1),s[[i]]=0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]]=mu[s[[i]]]+fi*(x[[i-1]]-mu[s[[i-1]]])+e[[i]](*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1=Select[x,#<midrange[x]&];
x2=Select[x,#>midrange[x]&];
pvaltable1=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}];{n1,n2}=Dimensions[pvaltable];
result1[[ii]]=
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable1[[All,jj]],{{0,sl,1}}][[1]],{jj,1,n2}];
Print[ii]]];*)(*meanpvalatlag[i_,k1_,k2_,a_]:=Mean[Drop[Drop[Sort[a[[All,i]]],k1],-k2]]
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtable=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrol=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable1],{i,1,11}]}]];
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ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]];
TableForm[result1]*)
(*Flatten[result]*)
(*BarChart[Flatten[result]]*)
(*Histogram[Flatten[result1]]*)
(*Put["test.ma"]*)(*Save["test.ma",result];
Save["test.ma",result1];
Export[
StringDrop[StringDrop[ToString[Drop[DateList[],-1]],1],-1]<>".csv",result]
Export[StringDrop[StringDrop[ToString[Drop[DateList[],-1]],1],-1]<>".csv",
result1]*)
(*Histogram[{result[[All,lag+1]],Flatten[result1]},{0.5,10.5,1}];
TableForm[Table[Histogram[{result[[All,lag+1]],result1[[All,j]]},{0.5,10.5,1},"Probability"],(*{i,1,10},*){j,1,11}]]*)
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(*mu0=2;
mu1=3;
p1=0.9;
fi=0.8;
p={{p0,1-p0},{1-p1,p1}};
N=4; (* number of repeats *)
result1=Table[0,{N}];
sl=0.03;
For[ii =1, ii≤N,ii++,
n=1000;
sig=0.1;
e=RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0,sig],n];
s=p0=u=Table[0,{n+1}];
x=Table[mu[0],{n}];
y=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
y1=Table[RandomReal[{0,3}],{n}];
lag=2;
For[i=2+lag,i≤n,i++,
u[[i]]=RandomReal[]; (* Uniform(0,1) variable *)
p0[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i-lag]]];(*p1[[i]]=CDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],y[[i]]];*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]≤p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=0] ;(*stays in 0*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵0&&u[[i]]>p0[[i]]),s[[i]]=1];(*goes to 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]≤p1),s[[i]]=1]; (*stays in 1*)
If[(s[[i-1]]⩵1&&u[[i]]>p1),s[[i]]=0]; (*goes to 0*)
x[[i]]=mu[s[[i]]]+fi*(x[[i-1]]-mu[s[[i-1]]])+e[[i]];(*Print[s[[i-1]]," ",s[[i]]];*)];
x1=Select[x,#<midrange[x]&];
x2=Select[x,#>midrange[x]&];
pvaltable1=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}];{n1,n2}=Dimensions[pvaltable];
result1[[ii]]=
Table[BinCounts[pvaltable1[[All,jj]],{{0,sl,1}}][[1]],{jj,1,n2}];
Print[ii]];
TableForm[result1];*)
(*Mean[pvaltable]{Min[pvaltable],Max[pvaltable]}
Mean[pvaltable1]{Min[pvaltable1],Max[pvaltable1]}*)
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(*TableForm[pvaltablenew=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities1[Drop[x,10],Drop[y,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities1[Drop[x,10],Drop[y,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}]];
TableForm[pvaltablenew1=Table[pvalue[i,j]=
proptest[n-10,n-10,probabilities1[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,1]],
probabilities1[Drop[x,10],Drop[y1,10],j][[i,2]],
0],{i,1,gn[x]-1},{j,0,10}]];*)
(*Mean[pvaltablenew];
Mean[pvaltablenew1];*)
(*meanpvalatlag[i_,k1_,k2_,a_]:=Mean[Drop[Drop[Sort[a[[All,i]]],k1],-k2]]
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtable=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrol=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltable1],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablenew=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltablenew],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrolnew=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,0,0,pvaltablenew1],{i,1,11}]}]];*)
(*ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]
ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtablenew,meanpvalatlagtablecontrolnew},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]*)
(*Export["pvaltableatlag7copy.eps",
ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtable,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]]*)
(*ma=Transpose[{MovingAverage[meanpvalatlagtable[[All,1]],2],
MovingAverage[meanpvalatlagtable[[All,2]],2]}];*)
(*ListLinePlot[{ma,meanpvalatlagtablecontrol}]*)
(*meanpvalatlag[i_,k1_,k2_,a_,d_]:=
MovingAverage[Drop[Drop[Sort[a[[All,i]]],k1],-k2],d]*)
(*TableForm[meanpvalatlagtable=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,1,1,pvaltable,1],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrol=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],
Table[meanpvalatlag[i,1,1,pvaltable1,1],{i,1,11}]}]];*)
(*TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablema=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,1,1,pvaltable,1],{i,1,11}]}]];
TableForm[meanpvalatlagtablecontrolma=Transpose[{Table[i,{i,0,10}],Table[meanpvalatlag[i,1,1,pvaltable1,1],{i,1,11}]}]];*)
meanpvalatlag[3, 0, 0, pvaltable, 1];
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Graphical Illustration: Causality Tests
(*ListLinePlot[{meanpvalatlagtablema,meanpvalatlagtablecontrolma},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},AxesLabel→{"Lag","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Lagged Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]*)
(*meanpvalforgrid[i_,b_]:=Mean[b[[i,All]]]*)
(*TableForm[
meanpvalforgridtable=Table[meanpvalforgrid[i,pvaltable],{i,1,gn[x]-1}]]
TableForm[meanpvalforgridcontroltable=
Table[meanpvalforgrid[i,pvaltable1],{i,1,gn[x]-1}]]*)
(*ListLinePlot[{meanpvalforgridtable,meanpvalforgridcontroltable},
PlotStyle→{Blue,Red},Filling→{1→{2}},
AxesLabel→{"Grid or Interval","Average p-value"},
PlotLegends→{"Causal p-values","Non-causal p-values"},
PlotLabel→"Range or Interval Test Robustness",Frame→False,Mesh→Full]*)
(*globalmeanpvalue[c_]:=Mean[Mean[c[[All,All]]]]*)
(*globalmeanpvalue[pvaltable]*)
(*globalmeanpvalue[pvaltable1]*)
(*For[i=1,i≤gn-1,i++,
proptest[n,n,probabilities1[[i,1]],probabilities1[[i,2]]]]*)
(*dz=(Max[z]-Min[z])/gn;midrange=Mean[{Max[x],Min[x]}];
Min[z];Max[z];zg=Table[Min[z]+i*dz,{i,1,gn-1}];
SeedRandom[1234];z=RandomReal[1,n];
TableForm[Transpose[{{Table[Probability[x11>midrangez11>zg[[i]],{x11,z11}Transpose[{x,z}]]//N,{i,1,gn-1}]},{
Table[Probability[x11>midrangez11≤zg[[i]],{x11,z11}Transpose[{x,z}]]//N,{i,1,gn-1}]}}]];
TableForm[Transpose[{x,z}]];*)
(*xy1=Select[Transpose[{x,y}],#1[[1]]>midrange&];
xy2=Select[Transpose[{x,y}],#1[[1]]≤midrange&];
p111=Table[If[xy1[[j,2]]>yg[[i]],1,0],{{j,1,Length[xy1]},{i,1,gn-1}}];
p222=Table[If[xy2[[j,2]]>yg[[i]],1,0],{{j,1,Length[xy2]},{i,1,gn-1}}];
Mean[p111]//N
Mean[p222]//N*)
(*LocationTest[{p111,p222}]*)(*pp1=Table[If[(y[[i]]>Mean[y]&&x[[i]]>Mean[x]),1,0],{i,1,Length[y]}];
pp2=Table[If[y[[i]]>Mean[y]&&x[[i]]<=Mean[x],1,0],{i,1,Length[y]}];
Mean[pp1]//N
Mean[pp2]//N*)
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